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Starting Summer 1983,

$1 0 fee for engineering credits
ByHERALEEN
SPRENGER
.Beginning with the 1983
summer session, all UMR
students will be paying an
extra $1Q per hour for each
engineering course they are
enrolled in. This is a result of
a Dec. 17 decision by the UM
Board of Curators to adopt
the proposed $10 per credit
hour supplemental fee.
The criteria upon which
such a decision is made
include student demand for
the degree, the cost of

providing
instruction,
relative difficulty of attracting and keeping good
faculty,
demand
for
graduates, interest by the
profession in funding student
aid and salary levels of
graduates.
The fee, which passed B-1,
will be charged to all
students enrolled in the
UMR and UMC Schools of
Engineering courses and in
UMR Mines and Metallurgy
courses excluding courses
offered by the department

of geology and geophysics.
Based on 1981-82 enrollment
the
revenue
generated
should amount to over $1.3
million. Some of that will be
used to fund new graduate
engineering
fellowship
programs. And the rest
should be used to help
replace waning government
appropriations.
Discussion of some type of
fee hike began over a year
and a half ago. The proposal
has evolv.ed from a $400 per
semester fee, as suggested

by alumni, to $43 per credit
hour, proposed by the UMR
Budget Review Committee,
to the present $10 per credit
hour proposed by UM board
President James Olson,
" President Olson felt that
the other figures would be
too much at one time, " said
UMR Chancellor Joseph
Marchello, According ,to
Chancellor Marchello, the
professional engineers in
Missouri were very supportive of the measure and
" had more influence on
President Olson in bringing

"The money from the fees
will be used," said Chancellor Marchello, "to help us
The
UMR
Alumni maintain and improve the
Association has affirmed its good quality of our program,
support by pledging to in- It will help us keep good
crease student aid. Their faculty and perhaps hire
goal, said Director of Alumni more, And it will be used to
Frank purchase equipment.
Development
Mackaman, is to increase
" Of course, a good
available aid by an amount engineering degree requires
which matches that brought ' not only good engineering
in by the supplemental fee. courses but also a good
Also, in direct response to library, English departthe fee , a $25,000 H.E. Zoller ment, computer center, etc.
Loan Fund for Engineering So we'll look at all the needs
and choose our priorities."
Fees has been established.
this forward than anyone

else."

Looking toward the future,.

COlJnputersforcasualuse
SOURCE: OPI
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The computer is becoming
as important a tool for
today's engineering and
science students as' the slide
rule
.vas
for
earlier
'generations.
Several
universities have recently
announced that in the future,
they will require students to
buy personal computers.
At
UMR,
no
such
requirement
is
contemplated, but to ensure that
the students get appropriate
access to computer usage, a
newly
formed
faculty
committee is looking at
creative approaches of
providing easier computer
access for students.
Dr.
O,R,
Plummer ,
committee chairman and
director of computer and
information services, said
that the committee is
assessing the needs of
students for computer access
and
will
make
recommendations on how to
meet them,
"Compared
to
other
universities, UMR is out in
front in providing computer
facilities to students; in
computer graphics we are
one of the two or three bestequipped in the country," he
pointed out.
Currently on campus there
are about 150 alphanumeric
terminals and 35 graphics
terminals. In addition, 15
microcomputers will be
made available in the
Computer Center and the
Mechanical
Engineering
Building
during
this
semester.
According to Plummer,
the UMR system is regularly
USed almost to capacity,
"The Computer Center logs
18,000 hours of terminal use

per month, about half of that
for graphics classes. This
figure varies so little, with
no big peaks at the end of the
semester or finals, that it
indicates that this load is
about all that can be handled. The Computer Center
is open until 2 a.m , and the
graphics terminal room is
open until midnight, and
there are always people
there," he added.
UMR faculty members
expect this usage to be
compounded.
"At this point we have
barely enough computer
terminals to accommodate
our
freshmen
and
sophomores, "
said
Dr.

Robert L , Davis, dean of the
School of Engineering. "As
these students move into
their junior and senior
years, we will need more
terminals. Any increase in
enrollment would have an
effect, too."
It has been estimated that
ultimately the campus will
need one terminal for every
five to 10 students, nearly
1,000 terminals.
At present, most students,
use UMR's computers to
work assigned problems in

see Computers
page5

Students uslng computer terminals for classwork. Ultlmately It Is estlmated that
UMR will need one terminal fo~ every 10 students, nearly 1,000 termlnals.

A new quad? Not quite!
By suzy BRUNER
The university has been
taking steps to improve the
quality of living conditions it
provides to students. It is
well-known that Thomas
Jefferson Residence Hall
has been undergoing major
construction during 1982, but
work has also been done to
improve
the
university
Quadrangle.
According to Mr, Jess
Zink, director of Auxiliary
Services, and Mr, Steve
Zernicke, superviser of
Auxiliary Maintenance and
Custodial Services,
the
following recent renovations
have been made to the Quad.
Unfortunately no financial
figures were available,
Most recent renovation

work has been to Rayl
Cafeteria. Called Phase Five
by the administration, most
of this work began in mid
May of 1982.
The biggest construction
project was a service
elevator installed for moving
fOOd from the kitchen to the
dining hall. This major
improvement replaces an
outdated dumbwaiter, and
provides much greater efficiency to keep food hot
before it is served. This
project was finished over the

The kitchen was the site of
important changes, one of
which was the installation of
a new dishwashing machine.
Some changes had to be
implemented in the plumbing for this addition. The
dishwashing
room was
transformed into a food
production room, and one
wall was removed to create
more work efficiency ,
New grills and frenchfrying machines were placed
in better proximity to the
dining hall. There now is less

flooding
of
the
cafeteria/ lounge
during
heavy raIns. A better
drainage system was also
installed to help alleviate
this problem. A concrete
parking area was poured to
create more space for
cafeteria employees' cars,
and an area was provided to
remove
unattractive
dumpsters from view,
During the summer of
1983, the university plans to
replace Rayl Cafeteria's
roof with a new one,

Christmas break, and also
included bricking the outside

time involved transporting
fried foods , so they can be
served hotter,

Kelly Hall has had a
partial face-lift. New fire
escapes were added last
year , halls were carpeted

of the elevator shaft to
match the rest of the
cafeteria's decor.
A new stairway was built
inside Rayl for use in the
event of elevator faiJure.

The outside of Rayl
received attention through
landscaping. A retaining
wall was built on the west
side of the building parallel
to Bishop Street to eliminate

and waterproofing of pipes
was done. The university
also had some landscaping
done to improve the dormitory's
outside
appearance.

A new network of pipes
delivering hot water to Kelly
Hall and Rayl Cafeteria was
installed, and coming up this
year are plans for bathroom
imrenovation
with
provement of urinals and
replacement of old shower
fixtures ,
A new roof installed for
Holtman Hall was finished
over Christmas. Altman and
Holtman halls were recently

repainted inside and out.
New hot water pipes were
also installed providing
water to Altman, Farrar and
MacAnerney halls.
UMR saved some money
by having university employees provide the labor
needed to renovate the Quad
laundry room in the
basement of Holtman Hall,
instead of outside contracts
being made.

Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
A<:tivities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.
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MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a M.S. or Ph.D. degree at
the end of tbe current semester, you should make application for that
degree by going to tbe Registrar's Office before Jan. 'n, 1983. The
Registrar's Office will not be able to include you with other students
graduating on May 15 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.
GDI
GDI is having a general membership meeting on Thursday, Jan. 'n,
at 7 p.m. in Room G-3 of tbe Chemical Building. Everyone is invited
and pictures will be taken. Memberships will be available.
GDI is currently selling spring semester memberships on campus.
If you need to renew your membership come by our table at the
bookstore. Spring semester calendar of events are there also.
PIflE:l'ASIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma National Honor Society, a national college scholastic
honor society for freshmen, will hold its spring smoker for freshman
initiates on Thursday, Jan. 'n in H-SS G-5 at 7 p.m. Our speaker will be
Dr. David Farutin.
Membership in Phi Eta Sigma is open to freshmen who have 14 or
more credit hours, with a GPA of at least 3.5. Phi Eta Sigma
recognizes academic excellence among college freshmen all over the
United States.
NEWMAN
Newman Student Group will be holding an organizational meeting
next Thursday, Feb. 3. It will be in the Meramec Room on the second
floor of the University Center-East at 7 p.m. Officers will be elected
and the direction for Newman will be discussed.
UMRFILM SERIES
UMR Film Series, "Dr. Strangelove," with Peter Sellers, Jan. 'n,
7:30 p.m., Miles Auditorium, Mechanical Engineering Building.
Season ticket or $2.50 at the door.
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St. Anyone with Scouting or Guiding experience is welcome. A sbort .........meeting will beheld at6:3Op.m.
MOVIE
On Friday, Jan. 28 theJ;e will be a showing of the movie "Givers,
Takers and Otber Kinds of Lovers," by Josh McDowell, in the
Missouri Room of the Student Center at 7 p.m. Sponsored by InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, ' Baptist Student Union, Wesley, Joy
Lutheran Center and Christian Campus House.
SMOKER
Student Union Board Smoker Friday at 6 p. m. at Sig Nu followed by
John Biggs coffeehouse in Centennial Hall at 8. Everyone is welcome.

I.T.E. PRESENTS JOB SEMINAR
The Institute of Transportation Engineers will meet Wednesday
Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. in the Civil Engineering Auditorium. Ray Breedlov~
of Missouri Pacific· Railroad will discuss inte~iew techniques and
opportunities with MoPac. All students are welcome, memberships
will be accepted, and refreshments will be se~ed.

u
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BLOOD DRIVE
JgII\n<
The Student Council Blood Drive will be held during tbe days Of ~ Vf
Wednesday, Feb. 2 and Thursday, Feb. 3. A trophy will be given at the anpro rd
end of the semester for the organization with highest partiCipation.
ACf/J
LANGE TO SPEAK
Roy H. Lange, manager, advanced concepts department,
Lockheed-Georgia Co., will speak at UMR mechanical and aerospace
department seminar at 3:30 p.m. Monday, Jan. 31, in Room 216
Mechanical Engineering.
He will discuss "Design Integration of Laminar Flow Control for
Transport Aircraft. ..
MATH HELP SESSIONS
Having trouble with algebra, trigonometry or calculus? Then come
to the KME math help sessions and get some help. Help sessions are
held every Monday and Thursday night 6:30-8 p.m. in Room 209 M-CS
Building.
AIAA
The UMR AIAA chapter will hoid a meeting Jan. 31, at 7 p.m. in
Room 104 ME Building. The speaker will be Roy Lange from
Lockheed-Georgia. He will be speaking on "Advanced Concepts in
Drag Reduction." Everyone is welcome.

COUNCIL OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
There will be a meeting of the CGS Tuesday, Feb. I, at 8 p.m. in
Room 208 ME. Nominations for officers will be taken.
UMR TRAP & SKEET CLUB
The UMR Trap and Skeet Club will have a meeting Tuesday, Feb. I,
in Room 101 EE at 6 :30 p.m. Discussion will include the upcoming
tournament at Warrensburg and weekend practices. All members
and interested people should attend.
TAUBE:l'API
Tau Beta Pi will be having a meeting Tuesday, Feb. I , at 7 p.m. in .
G-5, H-SS. Committees will be formed, and invitations will be
distributed. All members are urged to attend. Refreshments will be
se~ed.
.
BE:l'ACIflSIGMA
The Missouri Alpha Chapter of Beta Chi Sigma, the International
Scouting and Guiding Fraternity, will hold an informational smoker
on Tuesday, Feb. I, at 7 p.m. at Phi Kappa Theta fraternity, 7!J/ State

Kodak
Scholars
Program
SOURCE:OPI
UMR is one of 69 colleges
and universities selected to
partiCipate in the Kodak
Scholars Program through
Eastman
Kodak
Co. 's
Educational Aid Program.
The program annually
provides 75 percent of tuition
or $850, whichever is
greater,
to
scholars
beginning in the sophomore
year and continuing until
completion of requirements
for a bachelor's degree. In
addition,
unrestricted
, supplemental grants are
made annually to the
department in which each
scholar is enrolled. At UMR
the program supports four
students each
in
the
departments of chemical
and
mechanical
engineering.
During the past year,
Eastman Kodak Co. made
contributions totaling $5
million to institutions of
higher
learning
and
educational , organizations
~ugh its 1982 Educational
Aid Program.

IStarts FRIDAY I
Evenings 7 & 9:05
Discount Matinee
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
~~f_f.'&

~~
PLUS
"Once Upon A
Mouse"

STARTS FR
Evenings 7 9
Discount Matinee
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
NICK NOLTE
is a cop.
EDDIE MURPHY
is a convict.

'-'ILl'
Ct ',' ,",
P _,.
C [!!J
Under 17 not admitted
without parenl

Fri. & Sat. Owl Show
11:00

~

Wollard,

~A~
Wesley bolds a general meeting every Wednesday evening at 6p.tn. iJlIlIIIve
at the Wesley House, 403 W. Eighth st. The program usually includes IIilourm
a speaker and-{)r film. Refreshments are se~ed, and everyone is nie 1iJ

invited.
dea
Wesley also holds an interdenominational chapel se~ice every IJe
Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. at the Wesley House. Everyone is pI1b1eJI1S
welcome.
p!deSJna
C3JIlPUS.
KME MEETING
Highway
Kappa Mu EpSilon will hold its first meeting of the semester on pI1bleID
Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 6:30 p.m. In Room 209 Math-Com. Sci. Shingles
ThQ
will be distributed. All members and Initiates please attend.
frotII

cont.page7
We now deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights .

100 % Homemade
Real Ingredients.
Best pizza in town.
Hwy. 63 N .
Rolla ~

364-8661
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IIMme
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For the Thirteenth Straight Year

DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING BREAK 1983
Walt Disney WorldoSuntanoBeachesoParties

OUR TRIP INCLUDES:
·8 days, 7 nights in Daytona Beach
-Vacation dates of April I-April 10
- All transportation O 'Connor Travel
Seryices
-All Accommodations Travel Lodgeon the beach
-Choice of efficiencies or regular rooms
·188 Seats available
-I Day Disney World option
·Free refreshments 'while traveling
·Free trip party in Daytona
-Swim and sun on "The World's Most
, Famous Beach "
-G et the most for your vacation dollar

ONLY $189.80
CONTACT 341-2746
SerVices-Brokers license MC 154373
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UMR campus improvements
ByKEVINFARRELL
Even though money is
tight, the UMR campus is
still undergoing continuous
improvement.
According to Joseph D.
Wollard, executive director
of Administrative Services,
improvements will be made
In four major areas.
'
The first problem area to
be dealt with is those
caused
by
problems
pedestrian circulation on
campus. The tunnel under
Highway 63 solved the
problem of getting students
from Thomas Jefferson over

to campus safely. Mr.
Wollard has had some
studies
made
of
the
pedestrian .traffic patterns
on campus. These studies
indicate
many
other
problem locations.
These areas cannot be
improved all at once. When
money is made aVallable for
a specific area then the
improvement will be made
to that area. For example,
the
new.
Mineral
Engineering Building has
some pedestrian traffic
difficulties associated with
it. Appropriate Sidewalks
and ramps will be included

in the bid for this building.
Otherwise it would be very
difficult for the university to
raise the money for a
separate project to construct
the proper walkways.
The grassy area to the east
of the library and south of
the
E.E.
Building
is
definitely the next target for
improvement. Now, to go
from the Trace Place to the
east entrance of the E.E.
Building, you must walk a
dirt path and hop the ditch. A
network of sidewalks is
planned for this area. In
addition to the sidewalks
there will be a footbridge

across the ditch. The size
and placement of these
sidewalks is based on
pedestrian traffic studies.
The second major area in
need of improvement is the
vehicular traffic problem. Of
course this problem is
related to pedestrian traffic
problems. When the two
tvoes of traffic are caused to

intersect, an area of concern
is created for the university.
Another vehicular problem
is parking. The remedies for
these problems are only in
the conceptual planning
stage right now.
The last two major areas
of
improvement
are
directive signs on campus

and a main campus entrance. With all of the
visitors and , new people
coming and going on campus, there is a real need for
directive signs. A wellmarked main entrance and
the directive signs will allow
visitors to find their way to
most departments with little
or no guesswork.
I

Organizations needing money

StuCo taking requests
ghts.
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By HEIDI FLUEGEL
For this school year, 19821983,
Student
Council
budgeted $6,000 for appropriations
for
organizations and $10,000 for
fOF . non·
appropriations
This
varsity
sports.
semester Student Council
bas approximately $1,700 to
appropriate
for
organizations and $2,000 for
non-varsity sports. At this
time Student Council is
accepting requests from
and
nonorganizations
varsity sports for appropriations. These requests
may be picked up at the
Student
Council . office,
University
Center-West,
Room 20.
Each
organization
requesting appropriations
shall submit a report containing the following infonnation.
1. A ' summary of all
requests for the ' previous
four years . .
2. A. copy of last year's
budget and actual expendi tures.
3. The number of memberS
in the organization.
4. A copy of. the current
year's budget.
S. Plans for becoming selfSUfficient.
6. An explanation of how
the organization benefits the
student body, and why the
council should make the
appropriation.
7. The report should be
signed by the president,
treasurer and faculty adviser of the organization.
8.
Any
organization
requesting appropriations
for more than three years
must provide budgets and all
other financial records of
expenditures and income for
tI)ose three years in which it
has received student funds.

The Student Council policy
of granting appropriations
follows this criteria :
a)
To
help
new
organizations get started.
b) To lend help to
organizations . which have
deteriorated to get started
again.
c) To assist organizations
which are inherently unable
to support themselves.
The reports will be
reviewed · by the Student

'Council
Appropriations
Committee. A representative from the organization
making the request may be
called upon by this committee to answer questions.
The committee will make
recommendations to the
council.
Organizations
receiving
appropriations The "Voices of Inspiration" choir observed a sUent vig1l Friday, Jan. 14, at the
hockey puck, in memory of Martin Luther King Jr., whose birthday, Jan. 15, is
will be notified.

celebrated in several states.

.

WATCH FOR FREE
UNIVERSITY WEEK

Martin Luther King,.never forgotten
By VALERIE FOSSEY
Of the'Daily News staff
Despite cold temperatures
and gusts of wind that
whipped hair and sent
papers
flying,
UMR
students, joined by some
other members of the
community,
recently
gathered outside at UMR to
celebrate the birthday (Jan.
15, 1929) of civil rights leader
Dr. -Martin Luther King Jr.
The service began with a
moment of silence, followed
by a prayer and the UMR
student choir, the Voices of
Inspiration, Singing "We
Shall Overcome. "
Though admittedly put
together on short notice, the
program included additional
choral music, a brief reading
on the life of Dr. King and an
excerpt from his " I Have A
Dream" speech given in
Washington,
D.C.
The
program concluded with a
commemorative speech by
black student Earl Mayhorn,
a junior at UMR majoring in
electrical engineering.

Mayhorn emphasized the Proclamation,
but
Dr.
day 's importance, .saying, Martin Luther King, a black
'''This is just a small part,
man, made it stick."
but jt is a necessary part. We . Dr: King, recipient of the
need a day when we can all
come together in a state of
mind of love and understanding ... harmony for
all people. .... This is not just
./1 dedication to a black man,
or a great man in general.,
but to all those we honor and
love."

Nobel' Peace Prize in 1964,
was assassinated by James
Earl Ray April 4, 1968, in
Memphis, Tenn. seventeen

states, including the Virgin
Islands, honor him With a
legal, optional,' or commemorative day.

We love
UMRStudents

. Honoring Dr. King's work
as a leade r in the movement
for 'civil rights, Mayhorn
stated, " A white president
gave us the Emancipation

15%
Discount
to all
.
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Dr. Jensen, prof .'emeritus of physics, dies
SOURCE:OPI

William J . Jensen, UMR
professor
emeritus
of
physics, died Thursday, Jan.
20, 1983, at Sunset Village of
the Ozarks, Waynesville. He
was 85.
ProfeSSor Jensen retired
in 1967 after 43 years on the

New

UMRfaculty. He came to the
campus in 1924 as an in·
structor of physics. He was
promoted
to
assistant
professor in 1925, associate
professor in 1930 and
professor in 1965. He held an
A.M. degree in physics from
the University of Illinois and
an A.B. degree cum laude in

Sigma Pi Sigma, physics
honor societY,.and Sigma Xi.
He was a member of the
Phi Kappa Phi honor society
and served as secretarytreasurer of the Rolla
chapter of that organization
for 29 years prior to his '
retirement.
Professor
Jensen also served as a

national officer of the
organization for 13 years,
and several years after his
retirement was honored by
the national organization as
a "Distinguisbed Member."
He was the author of
several technical papers and
co-authored
a
physics

~ty~

laboratory manual in 1957. pation
He alSo served on 5everaJ IWe fe
faculty committees durtag JVing.iO
his tenure at UMR.
camP
lfen ts
Professor Jensen is sur. ~tweti
vived by his wife, EIIlIIIa, ,camP!
and a daughter and SOQ.tn. tis of
law, Mr. and Mrs. David F. IJI 5trU
Flota, Harrisburg, III.
~m
tNare
ailab le
all are
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vehicles here in ·Rolla which
are registered or coregistered in their name
must
purchase
these
stickers to be in compliance
with the law. And even if
your car has a city sticker
from your hometown, you
By JOHN MACKE
must still buy a sticker if the
car
or motorcycle is
Once again, Theta Tau
registered in your name.
Omega is sponsoring its
The cost of these stickers
Annual Casino Night from 8
p.m.-midnight March 16, is $2 for motorcycles, $2.50
with proceeds going to for three-wheeled vehicles
charity. To make this grand and $3.50 for cars or trucks.
event possible, Theta Tau The sticker is good for the
needs young ladies to serve entire 1983 calendar year.
These
stickers
are
refreshments to the dealers.
Every young lady par- available at these prices
ticipating is guaranteed an . only on Feb. 3. If purchased
escort and a great time. If after that time a delinquent
you thll1k you have the registration cost will be
qualifications and would like charged.
to start st. Pat's off right,
please call Tim Kassen at
364-9885 or stop by the Phi
Kappa Theta Annex at 610
W.EighthSt.

Casino
Night
ladies

physics
from
Carleton
College, Northfield, Minn.
Professor
Jensen's
professional
affiliations
included
the
American
Association
of
Physics
Teachers, the American
Society for Engineering
Education, Gamma Alpha
graduate honor society,

~
~rator

ASEM

exciting!

Rolla City
stickers
SUBMITTED BY
STUCO

Once again this semester,
Student Council is giving
students the opportunity to
purchase Rolla city stickers
for their vehicles. OJ!
Thursday,
Feb.
3,
representatives from the
city collector's office will be
on campus to sell these
stickers. You may purchase
a sticker for your vehicle
from 9 a.mA p.m. right
the
University
outside
Center Bookstore.
According
to
City
Collector Naomi Kittle, all
UMR stu~ts who have

This semester promises to
be an exciting one for ASEM
and
engineering
management majors. A new
pamphlet will be fresh off
the press soon from the
students in the local chilpter
of the American Society of
Engineering Management
explaining the curriculum,
purpose and advantages of
the
engineering
management degree. There
are social events already
planned and the new officers
plan to motivate the
organization and to liven up
the meetings. A plant trip
and picniC are being formed
now to facilitate the goals of
the group and the first
meeting of the semester will

be held at 6:30 p.m. Feb. 3 in
H-SS G-S. Come on over and
hear Jim Blankenship from
IBM speak and recruit on
assorted topics and ask
questions. IBM will also
have representatives here
Feb. 2 in University CenterEast to accept resumes for
summer and other employment. Even if you are
not a management major
come find out what the
organization is about and
meet some people.

Red Cross
Water Safety
SOURCE: OPI
Red Cross courses in
"Basic Rescue and Water
Safety" and "Advanced
Lifesaving" will be offered
at UMR beginning Friday,
Feb. 4. The courses will be
jointly sponsored by UMR,
the Phelps County Chapter
of the American Red Cross
and the Rolla Department of
Parks and Recreation.
The basic course will teach
skills for saving one's own
life in an emergency, the
correct response to various
aquatic emergencies and
how to assist lifeguards in
search-and-rescue
procedures.
The advanced course will
teach skills to save one's own
life and the lives of others in
an emergency. Those successfully completing this
course are eligible to
become water safety instructors, the certification
now commonly required for
swimmingpool personnel. A
Red Cross Water Safety
Instructor course will be

G&D STEAK HOUSE
7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special ...... $3.58
8 Oz. Chuck ........ $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye ......... 3.07 Caffish Squares . ..... 3.03
7 Oz. Hom Steak ..... 3.02 Chicken ............. 3.35
8 Oz. Filet ........... 3.65 Shrimp ............. 3.95
100z.TopSirloin ... ,.5.00 Spaghetti ........... 2.60
12 Oz. K.C. Strip ..... 5.96 Ravioli .............. 2.60
12 Oz. T-Bone ........ 6.92 Hamburger & Fries ... 1.92
Includes Potato or French
Fi sh & French Fries ... 1.92
Fries and Texas Toast
. h & F'
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL.
Hom Son d WIC
nes 1 .92

G& STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days a week
11 a .m .·9 p. m .
Forum Plaza Shoppi ng Ce nt er

offered, one time only, at
UMR in March.
Both courses will begin at
7 p.m. Feb. 4 in Room G-26 of
the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Both
courses will meet for instruction from 8 a.m.-noon
and 1-4 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday, Feb. 5 and 6. The
advanced course continues
with the same scbedule on
Saturday and Sunday, Feb.
12 and 13.
Course director is Dr.
Harry Weart, chairman of
the UMR metallurgical and
nuclear
engineering
department. Course fees,
including textbook, are $2
(basic) and $4 (advanced),
Interested people may
sign up at the Phelps County
Red Cross office in the
basement of the Rolla Poli<;e

Department building, 204 E .
Eighth St. The phone
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Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, MO 65401

IF YOU'VE GOT
THE GOODS, YOU CAN
MANAGE OURS.
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If you've got a talent for
business or management, you
could earn some stripes for
your sleeve .
As a Navy Supply Officer,
you'll take charge of the
goods everybody needs . To
run a base or a ship smoothly.
And to help you manage,
the Navy will train you with
business
education and experience you
can use anywhere.
Sound like your kind of
offer? Then contact your
Navy Programs Representative.
Or send your resume. You
might manage yourself one
great career.
For more information call
collect Monday-Friday, 8:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

(314) 263·5000
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Computers are fun

scheduled
~lasses
and
labOratories. Many UMR
lUal in I faculty members expect this
I
situation to change rapidly.
~ mI><.
"We feel that we are
lit -~ "l moving-into a new dimension
In computer use, where
students will do more .of
what we term 'casual use' 0
the computer for solving all
sorts of problems rather
than structured use in a
classroom or lab. New
software programs are
available iliat are applicable
to all areas of science and
engineering,"
Plummer
explained.
The professors feel that
much of ·the student interest
at UMR has been sparked by
the integration of computer
graphics into the undergraduate curriculum.
"In
their
freshman
drawing classes, students
use the graphics terminals
and get acquainted with
what a computer can do very
early in their college
NES careers. Being able to see
graphically what the computer can do captures their
interest
and
sparks
~ativity .
They
sUut
thinking of new uses on their
own, and that's the kind of
thing we really aim for in
education," Davis said.
UMR
engineering
departments are stepping up
their emphasis on computer
applications in their particular fields, and students
are definitely interested,
said Dr. David J . Barr,
committee member and
chairm:'n of the campus
computer committee which
will advise on the study.
Almost double 'the number of
students he had expected
enrolled in a course on
computer applications in
geological engineering he is
teaching.
The committee will explore
all
sorts
of
possibilities. Among their
considerations will be the
Jr
type of facilities needed.
you
"Technology now makes it
Jr
possible to offer different
levels
of
computer
capability and to move
cer,
between those levels. Many
problems can be solved on a
small 'smart' terminal
thly.
which has problem-solving
capabilities of its own. If a
~e,
problem can't be handled, it
ilh
is moved up to the larger
machine. In the past, the
you
larger computer with shared
capabilities was most cost
effective; no,,¥ it may be that
the smaller computer can
[Ialive.
handle a large part of the
load. It is likely that we will
U
lind we need to advance at

on seV:

N

ro

ne

all levels."
The committee also will
consider how best to make
these facilities available to
students. This past year,
UMR has experimented with
the use of rental terminals in
the dormitories. Terminals
were returned to campus
when it became apparent
that students preferred
using the on-campus units.
Although personal computers are not required of
UMR students, many are
buying them on their own
initiative.
"Just this fall they have
begun to appear in dormitory rooms," said Jess
Zink, director of Auxiliary
Services.
Dormitory
supervisors estimate that
about 4 to 5 percent of the
students in the dorms own a
computer of some sort.
Many of those who don't
have a computer want one.
Dan Klingenberg, manager
of the UMR Bookstore, says
that he can't keep the least
eXpensive model (Jess than
$1(0) in stock. "And every
order I send in is back ordered," he added.
If enough students have
their own computers, it may
change the campus approach to the access
problem in the future.
"If the cost of personal
computers goes down and
capability goes up, as
happened with hand-held
calculators, more and more
students will be acquiring
their
own
computers
whether they are required or
not, "
Davis
believes.
"Looking down the road five
years or so, it is possible that
departments may make
such things as pr.inters,
plotters, hard copy units and
graphics monitors available
so that the student could
simply come along, plug his
own computer into the
system, and go to work. "
It's this type of casual
access to the computer that
faculty members stress.
" We want the students to
think of the computer as a
tool and use it for all sorts of
tasks,"
Plummer said.
"That's the way it is going to
be used in their future. "
The committee, which also
includes Dr. Arlan DeKock,
acting chairman of the
computer science department, and Dr. William H.
Tranter, assistant dean of
the School of Engineering,
expects to make its report
before the end of the
semester.
"It's a complex subject,
and there are lots of things to

from page 1
consider, "

Plummer

summed up. "But it all boils

q

down to how to serve the

Who makes 250,000
• Semiconductor
• Devices a day in
Kokomo, Indiana?

A:E
Delco
Glectronics
Surprised? A lot of people are when we tell them we are the third
largest captive IC supplier in the United States (according to ICE).
We make a quarter million Semiconductor Devices, 15,000 Computers and 14,000 Entertainment Systems per day in one of the greatest
little towns in the midwest, Kokomo, Indiana.

If you would like to gain experience in the design and learn
about the manufacture of ...
• Microprocessors and Single Chip
Microcomputers
• Linear Compatible 12L ICs
• Linear and Digital Bipolar ICs
• EPROMs, E2PROMs

We would like to talk to you.
Sign up to be interviewed by
the General Motors reeruiting team.
We'll tell you a lot more about us and our home town . We offer a low
cost of livir:lg , a good lifestyle, a low crime rate, good schools, low tax
rates and stability and growth opportunities to match .

We will be on

campus February 10.

If you are not available for an interview, send your resume to:
Dick Davis
Delco Electronics
Division General Motors
700 East Firmin Street
Kokomo, Indiana 46901

11

:00

00

Delco Glectronics
An Equal Oppo rtunity Employer
Open evenings until 9 :00 p.m . for typing and copying .

10% Student Oisr:ount on Copies with 1.0.

student best - and how to
finance it. "
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Interview sign ups for week of

W~~rne~1;:wtJ~Yi9~i~ f~,-,

OF SOlEOOl.E WIll. BE Al.LOTTED TO OEt'El'BER 1982
GRAOS) with BS/ChemiCo!ll, ~chanical Engineering for Project. fll8:inecr.
US CITIZENSHIP RWJIRED BY (»t.pANY.
Location: Mid .... est
Interviewer: unknown at thi~ time
Priority slgnup: January 28 . 1983
Intervi~ date:
February 14, 1983
Regular signup: Januarv 31 .1 983

February 14-18
Si'
il ~~~~::~: :ttri48~Agrad3Research
with BS/l-'echanical Engineering, Electrical
Erlgineerlng for resign
& DevelOlllll!'nt Div. US CITIZENSHIP
Ehg1~~r.

OR PERHAHENT VISA REQJlRED BY !XH'AN't_
Location: Ni!wton, 1,1.
IntervieWer: Bob Stanley
Interview date: february 111, 1983

Priority !ligTJJp:
Regular sLgnup:

~f ~~~~O~{i9~/~~~ !th

..e.nuary 28, 1983
January 31, 1983

&lgineerlng for

BS/l-'etallurg.1cal
l-'et E'llgrl
I'ilrlceting . dealing with purchasing, design ard manufacturing ~lertl.s an::! perSOfU'lel at .custaller ' s plant3 ; tI.l>/Ccmputer Science for Programll!.~ '''.alyst position. t1.lst be interest.ed in pursuing I'EoA at a later t1tDe.
Will interview HAY 1983 GRADS ONLY (previous grads, sign on back-op list) with
BS/~chanlcal Engineering for ProceS3 tngineedng/Eng1neerlng starr.

us CITIZENSHIP OR PEJlHANElrIT VISA RalJlRED.
B. Hlller
Location:
Interview date: february 114, 1983

Interivewer:

Ea.3t Alton, IL
f'r'iority !51.gnup:
Regular signup:

January 28, 1993
January 31, 1983

PM", & WHITHEY AIRCRArt , E'a.3t thrtford, cr
\IIill interview MAY, JULy 198) GRAtiS (ficernber 1982 grad~ may sign on back-up li~t
if top 1/2 of cla",~) with BS/KS/Aero::Jpace, ~chanJ.cal, ~tallurg1cal Engi~ering
for Coverrment Producu Divbion; BS/MS/A.ero:!paCl!, ~chanical, li:!:tallurgical. Ell'!ctrl cal
Engineeri~, Applied Iilth, CcnIp Science for Camlercial Ehgineering.
US CITI lENS 0t4. Y•
Location : West Palm Beach, fl..
Interviewer: unkn::lwn at thb time
Priority signup: Jamary 28, 1983
Interview date : February 14, 1983
Regular signup: January 31,1983

Ci~~~~~R~y~(),I:£r/~ra~N~AAfto~Ylp~ViOU:!

grads, sign on back-up list)
with BS/KS/EJ.ectrlcal Engineering for Developnent. of CcnIputer Applications for
control ani monltorine; of power system:!; BS/MS/M!chanical Ehgineerine; for
Developine; of po.!er plant systems (piping , HVAC, fire protection) etc . Perfonning stress anlysb for piping systems, using COIIputer progr<lhS ani manual
methods; BS/K5/MJ.clear Ehgi~erine; for M..Iclear Safety am Licensing. ttlcl ear
""'-terials am fuel I"an&gePIent, Nuclear ~rations 9Jppc..rt., ani R&d iological
Support. US CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY OOMPANY.
Location: CoIUllbus, CIi
Interviewer: unknown at this time
Priorit.y signup: January 28, 1983
Interview date: February 14, 1983
Regular signJp: January 31, 1983

DARCDH (U .S. AnD ""'-terie.l Develo ent & Readiness ComIard raven rt IA)
ill interview MAY 1
graci3 Deoember 1
grads with
or above G A dlay
leave r'eSU!'le Vith Placement Office - sign back-up list) with BS/Electrical,
~chan1cal Engineer ing for CIVIUAH ENGINEERING.
Training 101111
for one year
a t the Intern Training Center, Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, TX, 'olith ~ubse 
quent assigraent to a pemanent duty location. hining 101111 be in Product/Production, Safety, Hslintai!"lil.bil1ty, or 0Ja11 ty & Reliability Engineering.
US CITIZEI&IIP RD:/IJIRED.
.
Location: Natiorwide
Priority signup: January 28, 198]
Intervierwer: ~rt Porter
Regular signup: January 31, 1983
Intervierw date: February 14, 1983

be

&O£~~~ ~tf~8ii~!1~nd~~ber

grad~

1983
ONLY. I'\.Lst have BSI
Q\emical, Hechanical, Mining, Civil, Electrical Engineeri~neering I'bngement, fotlth ror J.mior Service Eng.1neer. &abstantial amount of work time will be
required at 011 & ga!I field. well locations. US CITIZENSHIP RWJIRED BY CO!1'ANY.
Location: throughoUt U.S. except .Northeast
Interviewer: Jacques !trin
Priority signup: January 28, 1983
Interview date: February 14, 1983
Regular signup: January 31, 1983
NOTE:

~~n~~;i~ ":~ §U~~' l~~3 6~ttU~octnrr~l~~;~~t;[; ~r::~~~~~~)
with BS/Canputer Science OHLY for Canpoter am
PERMANENT INTERVIEWS FOR nus SOiEOOl.E WILL BE
US CITlZEhSHIP OR PERMANEtlI' VISA RI-XXJIRED.
I...ocation: Ponca City , at;
Interviewer: Terry 'rItIit.eside
Interview date: February 15 , 1983

TeleCClmlunications Services I:ept.
AM ONLY (AM SIGNUPS ONLY) .
Priority signup: January 31 . 1983
Regular signup: Februar:t I, 1983

_ t;ONOOO - Canputer ani TeleClXI11lunications Services [lcpartment. -(cont'd fi'cm page l)
Will interview MAY, ..I.Jl.Y 1983 GRAEl'i OM..Y .... ith BS/KS/Conputer Science (wit.h an
operat.ions research option), math, ai1f3tat1.stics for ~rat1ons Research
Analyst. US ClTIZENSliIP OR PERMANENT VISA RBJUIRED BY COtrflANY
Location: !buston, Texas; Ponca Cit.y, Odahalla
Interviewer: Craig Bowen
Priority signup: February I. 1983
Interview date: February 16, 1983
Regular signup: February 2 , 1983

wn~~~e~S~y~jil;rt48rg:rad~ .... ith

BS/K5/PhD D-.8nistry for entry level
po!'.tions or re~poMibUity in research & developnent; BS/ MS /Olemlcal fllg.lneer11".0 for entry level POSitiOM In research & developnent, pc'OOeSS developJIcnt ,
product develop!lent , art! p1"'Oduction dlanufacturing operations , technical service
ard developnent; BS/l'5/Hechanical Fngineering for entry level positions in maintenance support, project e!"6ineering , engineering services, process control,
instrUllentation , power genel'atlon & distribution, ard ' ch~lcal production oper ations; BS/MS/Electrical Engineeri!"6 for entry level positions 1n maint.enance
s upport . engineering service~ , process control, instrunentation, CO'IIputer ",ystems, power u.neraUon & distribution ard project engineeri!"\g .
Location: Freeport,TX ; Qfster O'eel( Div ..; louisiana Div.; Hidlani, HI; Western
Div; PittSbur g : CA
Intervielrler: unkTx:lwn at this tlsne
Priority signIJp: .bnuary 31 . 1983
Interview date: February IS, 1983
Regular signup: February I, 1983

8~ISf~~~~i~~~Yi98'GR!tii~y~pre~;:*!:'s~sf~I~~9~~~-up

list) .... ith
BSfCivil, Electrical, ~chanical fnglneering, Engineering I't!.nagernent. ~irst 12
would include K.C . location with 3 stage E.I.T. program. '.tlrk consist of
light design ao:l pul>lic service or natural ga!I . Could relocate in Mid ....est after
E. I. T. program.
Location: Hid ....est ; MJ, KS. NE, OK
lnt.erviewcr: Earry ..hckson
Priority signup: .l:!.nu;;ry 31, 1983
Interview date: February 15, 1983
Regular signup: February 1. 1983

month~

um:RNATlONAL PAl'ER (X)tf>ANY, I'bbile [ AL.
Will interview MAY. Xl.Y 198) gr8l!s wIth BS/Electrical Engineering for
areas o f plant engineering , design ene;ioeerlng am construction.
(NOTE: If you interviewed 'olith International Paper in the fall, please
do not sign for a spring intervi ew). US CITIZEKSHIP RWUIRED.
Location: Southwest, Southeast I Northeast, Nationwide
Interviewers: B.D. Dean ard B. H. Ingrall
Interview date: February IS, 1983
Priority signup: January 31, 1983
Regular ~i.gnup: February I, 1983
Note:

Interviews for r'cbruary 15 wi ll be afternoon only ; interviews for
February 16 will be for morning only.

KANSAS GAS & a.I::CTRIC Ctl1f'ANY, Wichita, KS
Will interview MAY 1983 grads 'olith SS/ ~ chanical, Electrical , tlJclear Englneerine;
for plant engineering, operating , Quality assurance , arrl nuclear services in
I'tIclear Department. US CITI7£NSHIP REQJIRED BY OJI-f'ANY.
Location: positions based In Wichita, Kansas arrl the Irblf Creek Generating
Station near atrUngLOn, KS.
Interviewer: Rob Southern
Prior ity signup: February I, 1983
Intervlew date: Febr.uary 16. 1983
Regular signup: February 2, 1983

INTERVIEWS Wll.l. BE 20 IiIMJlES EAOl.

G'~~T:~te=ti~:m~~T~~~~, ~sll~~Yi9ri

as/MS/~chanical

grads with
Ehgineering for Project &rg.ineering; manufacturing in Puritan ~ical Div.
US CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED 8Y OOIof'AHY.
Location: Lenexa, KS (suburb of KC, MJ)
lnterviewer: Nancy C<lnpbell
Pr.iority signup: January 31, 1983
Interview date: February 15, '1983
Regular signup: February I, 1983
ANAl.ex:; DEVICES SEMICDNCUCiOR Wilmi~ton HA
•
interview HAY, :AlLY 198~ grads wid collect re~une:! f!"Oll ~vious grads)
.... it.h SSfl'5/Electrical Engineering, Seni Physics; ())emical Fngineering, Electrical
Engineering w/Canp,uter Science. EE, Semi Physics: Praluct/Test Developnent ~;
Electrical E'ngineering: De~ign; EJ.ectrical Ehgineering , Phy~ic"" ChEmical Eng.:
().Jality Assurance, Reliability, Process Sustaining Eng, Process Developnent Ehe.;

Wiu

~:~~~ca~r~l~/~~ ~~e~~~z~~c~r~~~~~A~IS~Aku~:~r~~~~y. (as):

Location: Wilmington, H:lss. (15d1i north of B:)ston)
Interviewers: Deborah Sorenson. l'renIont Miao, lruce Ana~en, &-Vce li:mnon:!
Interview date: February 15,1983
Priority slgnup: January 31, 1983
Regular ~J.gnup: February 1, 1983
MCGRA~ EDISON, Roelard Park. KS
' .
Will intervl~ MAl' grads 'olith BS/EJ.e<:trical Engineering - potential field
sales engineers. US CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Location: Roelard Park , KS
Intervielrler: JiIII Fleege
. Priority signup : January 31, 1983
Inl.ervlw jate: february IS, 16 , 1983
Regular s ignup: February. l. 1983

I'COONNELL. IXXJGLAS CORPORATION St. Louis. MJ
wnI Ifit'ERVnlJ MAY , .All.Y 1983 GRAtiS ONLY ON AU. SOiEWl.ES.
ON ALL SOiEllJLES .

US CITIZENSHIP REOUIRED

I1:00NNaJ.. OClIGLAS AIRCRAfi COMPANY IMCOOI'INDJ... OClIGLAS ASTRONAUTICS DIV.
Will interview BS/KS/Electricai Engineering for design , research , develosment,
analysis. testin£. c Ollputer aided design ani software develoJlCent, for aircraft,
missile, electronic ani ~pacecraft ~y~tems. I...ocation: St. Louis
I'COONNEl.L IXXJGUS AUTOMATION <XlI1>ANY
Will inter-viN BS/MS/Canputer Science for systems de~ign am analYsis , consulting ,
user support . application processing , teleprocessing , programning, training, data
conversion ard 1:Dpleaentatlon; business applications progr~ine;, scientific
applications progr.:mlling, sy~teas prograrmt lne; , CAD/CAM - Robotir:!~.
Location: St. Louis

r-t:OONNEl..L [X)JGLAS AIRCRAFT c::oM'AtlY/MCOONNELL OOJGt.AS ASTRONAUTICS
,"ill wterview BS/I'5/Mechanical. Aerospace Engineering for eng.i~ring design , !"'e search, developJIent, analysis, testing, canputer aided design an:! software deveiopment, for aircraft. missile, electronic an:! spacecraft systens.
I~...:d\. i o n:
St. Loui~
MCOONNaJ.. IXXJGl..AS AIRCRAFT C(H>ANY
Will intervie'rl SS/MS/Aerospace, Electrical, M!chanical Engineering, CcnIputer
Science (tech. software) for areas of acoustics. aercdyn<nic.s, airport/aircraft.
ccmpatability, avionic design ",uppert. electrical, envirorrnental flight ani
lab t.esting, interiors, materIal lrd prooe.s..ses, power plant, structures, ~tructural
mechanics , reliabilit.y an.! safety, technical information ~yst.ems , systems analy",is ,
weights ard mechanical engineering. Location: Long Beach, california

I1:00NNEl.l. IXllGl.AS I::l..ECTROUics COPf'ANY
Will int.erview BS/I'5/E1ectrical E'ngineering, Canput.er Science (tech. sortware; for
digital systems arcnftecture. logic design are software/fimware deve10pnent In
addition to analog ani digital circuit. design. Location: St. Charles, MJ
Interviewers: unknown at. this time
Interview date: February 16, 17, 1983

Priority sigrup: February I, 1983
Regular signup: February,2, 1983

et~f\~t!~f~IMP.~:lL~i~§a3~RADS~

(previous grads, sign on back -u p list)
with BS/l'5/Hecharucal, Electrical, O1ernical fngineering for resign Ei'lgineers.
(see conpany literatwe). US CITIZENSHIP REOUIRED BY COK'ANY.
Location: Kansas City , M)or Overlard Park, KS
Intervie....er: unlcncJwn at tnis tillle
Priority signup: February 2, 1983
Interview date: February 17,1983
Regular signup: February 3, 1983

1985 GRADUATE: Is There A Job For You??
What about you? Are you an honor
student? Or do you think a 2.0-2 .5 GPA is
high enough to get your foot into the door
of some industrial concern?
And what would they offer you? A
drafting table in back of some room,
working as a junior engineer, precariously
waiting for enough seniority years to move
ahead,orfeelsecure?

Let's face it, the science, engineering
and technical job markets are NOT what
they once were. Even the pOS itions of
disciplines in high demand {electrical,
mechanical , aerospace, etc.} are NOT being
filled due to the shaky economy!
We've seen it in black and white, on the
news; we hea r the tales of sen iors
searching h igh and low for that job they've
spent 4 .5 years of hard work to secure. Not
very promising.

THE AIR FORCE CAN GUARANTEE YOUR JOB TWO YEARS BEFORE GRADUATION!
But what kind of job? First and foremost the Air Force needs engineers. The engineers, for the
most part, are given complete project responsibility, quite early in their careers, usually within the first
four years . The Projects? With the formation of the new Space Command in Colorado {1985-86}, and with
the growth and expansion of the Air Force Systems
Command, the Air Force has opened a door to new and
exciting job oppc:>rtunit'ies for scientists, engineers and
technicians.
The job, the benefits, the security - these can
mean a lot to someone contemplating the job world in
two years.
Air Force ROTC can give you more information on
these diverse opportunities, as well as tailor a program
for you, the 1985 graduate! Interviews will be held the
month of February. Interested? Call or stop by:

Air Force ROTC

Bldg. T-7
341-4932 or 4925
G a tew a y t o a g r e at w a y of I jfe.

~/ /\
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8Rfi;Su:r!~;!HAt\tigeVARlbSAl."dthBS/K5/PhO in

Electrical &rgineerlng (or re-

search. engineering, ard analysis or tactical am strategic weapon system an:!
~ponent3 including radars , optical s ubsY:!Items, guidance ard control system!!.
al'd .-1vanctd teehnol!lSY as.5eSllen t s . KJST BE IN lOP aJARTER Of Q.ASS.
U.S. CITlZEKSHIP P.EQUIREO BY (»o(PANY.
\,DCalton: .... ntsvl11e. AI.. & Ft. 'le llon Beach, FL
Interviewer: ~. Hays
Priority 3ignup: february 3, 1983
Interview date: February 18 , 1983
Regular signup: February II, 1983

Thursday. Jan. 27. 1983
THE fCUCMIHC rut'ANIES WIll. CXl..LECT R£SIJt£S OILY:

Summer

DEVICES SEXlCXlNOOCTOR. Wi lJIIington , HA
:IIiH collect resl,llles rl"Olll stu:lent..s 11"1 Electrical Engineering, Semi Physics.
Physu:s . Q\emical Ehgineering, Ccmputer Science . Turn in on 1Uesday. February 1,
University Center West. during surmer slgnup hours .
/,t'ALCX:;

Slgnup..s for the following ccmpanies wil l be held on Tue!XIay, February I. 1983,
University Ceoter WeSt. SigrJJ~ for lIIorn1ng interviews will be held t'ratI
8:30- 11:30; ~ignups ror afternoon interviews will be held fran 1:00-3:30 ONLY.

ISUt+'f:R EMPLQYMDIT SQ{E:OOLE)
~ t; - week of

flII10 UY, INC .. reuss, TX
'lill InLerview MAY 198) grads (~cmber 1982 grads may stgn, bUt. emplo)ment
not guaranteed lmnedlat..ely) with BS/Clvll, Electrical, ~chanlcal Engineering
for engineering an:! technology. US ClTIZEtG-IlP OR PERMANENT VISA REXlIIRED BY
(X)If'AHY.
Location: ()J.llss I«) •
Intervlewe!"'3: unknown at. this time
Priority slgnup: February 3, lq83
lntervi_ date: FebN3ry 18, 1983
Regular :51grup: February Il, 1983

~rr~~~;ei~R:'~Rfs~~vPelro~elZ!l

Engineeril"\l; ror ib.1.stabout positions 11"1
OKC , Lubbock. TX; I-buston. TX; Billings , Ki': 9akersrteld CA. US ClnZF.HSt1IP
OR PE:RHA~'Em' VISA REQUIRED.
Interview.. rs: TCIII Schroeder, Rene DI.Lgre
Interview date: February 17. 1981

STAn: Et£RCENCY HANACE:tt::NT AGENCY. Jerferson City. K)
Will oollect resunes only fl"Olll stiilent..s who have ccmplet.ed one year of reoognized engineering or a,.chlt.ectural curriculun. 2.0 or better CPA required.
Will survey carmerClal buildings for 6IIergency shelter. Requires canplelion
of heme stl.lly course provided by Federal Bnergency ~nagement Agency. MJST BE
HlSSOORI RESIDENT. WILL ACCEPT ONLY 110 RESUI-£S. ~y be turl'Jl!'d in on 1\Jesday,
February 1, University Cenloer West, duril"@. sUllller signup hours.

COIl)('(), iNC., Ponca Clty. OK (Co'Iputer Services Department)
who have C'O'IIp1&t.eI.'I their junio,~ year in Conputer Science
for 31.1m1er positions . Areas w111 incl~e genoration art:! maintenance or opcrat.il"@.
systeJn:\, consUlting on languages, software packages an::! installation stardan:ls;
hardware evaluat10n; performance measurement; forecastlng; ani bu:1gcting.
l¢catlon; Ponro City, OK
InterViewer: Terry 1f11teside
IntervleoJ date: february IS, 1983
INTERVIEWS WIll. BE HELD IN THE AFTER~N OILY; AFTERNOON SICMJPS Or.l.Y.

Will lnterview stwents

~t!.~~'(Ir~83 ~~!~p~~~:!C:c!!~I;::id ~!~U~~ba~~p

list)

With as/Elect.rical, t'echan1cal Engineering ror Soltes, Appli.catlon fnglneer.
Job descrtptions will be all.ached to s1.goop sh~t. US CITIZF.NSHIP OR PERHA_

HEN1 VISA REaJIRED BY COtfIANY.
t.ooat.lon: Kansas Cit.y, St. . Louts an.! 120 branch locations nation-wide
Inu:rviewer: ..b Per~ns
Priority SlgnllP: ~ebrual"Y 3, 1983
Inlerview date: february 18. 1983
Regular slgnup: Ft'bruary Il, 1983

HARATliON PIPELINE CQHPP.NY, Mlrtinsville! IL
\lili interview HAY, JJLV 1983 GRAM ONLY (preViOUS grads, Slgn on baCk~p list)
\O\t.h BS/I'S/Electrical, t'e~hanical, CiVil frlglneerlng for Pipeline Ehgrs .
NOT[: Qt1l..Y 2 INTERVro.-S ALl.(.m:D TO CIVIL ENCRS FOR AM; 2 WttRVIOO ALLOTIED
IHPM FOR CIVIL ENGRS . Pc.:RMANENT VISA REXlUIRED.
L.OoatlOtl: I'brtinsville, IL
Interviewer: Larry H;::[8n.1el
PriOrity sl.g:nup: february 3. 1983
Interview date: February 18. 1983
Regular signup: February 4, 1983

NOTF.:

INC. (Natural Gas Products Div.), lbuston, TX
collect rest.rlles fl"O%l stwents who have ccmpleted their sophanore year or
\bove 1n Olemical, t'echanical fngineerlng for suaner jobs in Texas, CIclaho::J.a,

wui

~~~a~~t~~ur~:;~~~Ys~~r;:r!~

PUBLIC SERVICE CQIof'ANY Of COLORAOO, Denver. 00
Will interview stu:lents seeking BS/Electrical. ~chan1cal Ehglneering who will
graduate in I):-c:ember 1983 or' .!Jne 1984 for slJ1lDer stu:lent engineer.
Location: Denver, CO
Interviewer: unknown
Interview date: February 18, 1983

IWISCOH 'AFS,

LISlS SE'TTINC LINE SEWENCE FOR"SICMJPS. THIS APPLIES TO B01ll
f'()RNI~ AlID AFTERI«X)N SICMJPS.
ORDER OF' SIGNlJPS WILL BE fIRST
CDt£. FIRST SERVED.

Calendar of Events

from page2

Southwinds. the UMR Literary Magazine. will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 2 in G-4 of H·SS. Meeting at 7 p.m. All interested people are in'
vited.

~lett Packard will hOld an infonnation meeting in the
Civil Engineering Audito r iUll on February 10. 1983. 5:30ID:oo PH.

minutes till tIte

FollOoling 1.5 a list of ccmpanies that will be interviewing during the week of
february 21 - 25, 1983. (list s ub ject to Change)
fillllJARY21
Aeronautical Systems It'lght Patterson AFB)
.tnalyUcal Sciences (TASK)
0.""",
Dl!pt. of De:rense
l811aark Card s
lbuston Lighting & Power
!hell Oil Infomation SVcs.
Texas Instnments-Semicon1uctor
U.S.Haval Weapons-Fleet Analysis

FEBRUARY 23
A.B. Chance
Al",,",
Benlix
Col es I'bultrie
Kansas City Power
3ni th & Loveless
Texas Instrunent..s

~oor

&

Light

FEERUARY 211

~

£-Svstems
KaiSt"r Alunlnun
Kansas I.:i ty Power & Light
3M St. Paul . t-'N
US Naval Weapon.'J- Olina Lake
FEBflJARY 25
Bechtel
Data Genera 1
M.W . Kellogg, Inc.
Stone & Webster
U.S. leval Weapons - Olina Lake

f'EBIIJARY 22

IAis

- - -

7DSlin

tbrfolk Southern Cor poration (February 10)

IHFORI9.TIOH t£ETINC:

~r

To register for interviewing for co-op positions for the spring, 1983
semester, the deadline date for registering will be Feb. ll. 1983. 'There
will be no exceptions.

~ssachuset Wl

int.er'view MAY, ..AlLY 1983 grads with BS/Ceramic Ehgineering. This posltion
requires speciallzed knowledge or glass technology. a.:l i.t pertains to bulk
~asses ard rtbcr optic waveguldes, their optical, mechanical, physical am
"'m ical characteristics. Posltion is Fe:1eral CivU Service ani requires US
Cit!.:enshlp .
Location: Bedford. HA
Inu:rvlewer: unknown at this time
Priority signup: February 2, 1983
lnterview date: February 17 , 1983
Regular sLgnup: february 3. 1983

CAlQl.I..AnON:

to apply for enrollment as an Engineer in Training. 'The Fundamentals of Engineering Examination will be given on Saturday.
April 16, 1983, from 8 a.m.·5 p.m. at UMR.
The deadline for applications is March 2, 1983. Transcripts of grades
need not be sent until after graudation.
REGlSl'RATIONS

EIT
If you are a student graduating from an accredited engineering
curriculum during the spring. summer. or fall. 1983, you are eligible

Will

[I.Ilt'Yl.19&]
W')'2,1981

~
BenUx
Cenll'al liliMis Light
(hevron •
Palston Purina
.9tell Oil Inrollllation Svcs .
SWdaro OU of Tulsa
Teas Instl"...roents
T1Mr Air Force Base

ously

on 1\Jeaiay, February 1. University

~ CAREER DE'VELOPI£NT OFFlCE WILL NOT HONOR HANDWRITTEN (OR OTl-IER)

'1/111 lnt~rvlew SSIE!ectrica1, /'bchanical frlglneering for ~brketlng & Energy
'U1lzatlon Div. (Details posted with signups). l'ERMANENT ViSA RE:C:AJIRED .
location: Denver. CO
inlerYlever: unknown at this tlme
Prl0rtty S1gnUp: February 3. 1983
Regular signup: February II. 1983
InU:rvlew date: February 18. 1983

ADDlnON 10 SOIEWLES ~Utf WEEK Uf ~ebruary 111 - 18, 1983

Please fill OUt APPLICATIOII FOR TIlE: FEMA SUt+£R SHEl.1'ER SURVEY PROGRAM
at. tiJlle of signing back-up list.

cxmoco,

SOUTHWINDS
PUlLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORAOO, Denver. CO
Will interview HAY 1983 grads with IlS/Electrtcal Ei1e:loeerlng for Electric Div.
asiCivU. t'echanical frlgt~ring ror Gas & fuel Supply ~rations DIvision _
1*JTE: S<llillJLE WIll. BE SO" CIVIL. SO'Ao OF SQ{EOOLE WILL BE FOR toE ' S _

February 111 - 18

Iltst
tEutt

75

--

--

Hwy. 72 & Rolla St. - Rolla. MO

~ first

wilh

.f\..
.

.'

l!

~

Get Away From the Every Day
With Our Great

All YouCanEat
SUNDAY BUFFET

$5.95

Includes Salad Bar. Ribs, Chicken, Ham. Burnt Ends,
Corn on the Cob, Bread and That Ain' t All!!

• -----

I

Clothing Alterations
tlT

207 W. 11th St. Rolla 364·3922

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p .m.
Mon.-Fri.

,

9:00 a.mA:OO p.m.
Saturday

- --

ove

Johnny's .Smoke Stak

I

The Sewing Room

Engineers:
Find'out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about 200
outstanding college graduates. There's a Navy
Recruiting Officer ready to give you all the
details on how you can become someone
special in the new Navy.
For more information call your Navy Programs
Representative at (314) 263-5000. Call collect
Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

I
I

~I

----< -"'
•
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Little known Rolla pastimes
By CHRIS DeGONIA

Are you just dying to know
what exactly there is to do in
Rolla for $200 a day? "Who
cares?" you say. 1bere may
be a few of you who do, but
as far as the rest of us, we
can
j ust
fantasireahnut

taking
part
in
these
breathtaking events.
- For starters, buy your
textbooks for the semester.
(A possible one-three days'
allowance. )
- Then as soon as poSSible,
play quarters at your
favorite bar for 12 hours (or

until the first person falls off
his or her bar stool. )
- Buy one of each item in
every size offered this year
by the st. Pat's Board.
- Take your fraternity
brothers, sorority sisters,
your dorm house or Door,
your calculus class, or the

BlueK8Y

50 years of service
By ROSS WARNER
Eight years after the
creation of a natiooal booor
fraternity
and
service
organization called the Blue
Key, UMR started its own
chapter. Fifty years later,
many changes have taken
place at UMR, but the Blue
Key remains one of the most
active groups on campus.
The Blue Key provides
many beneficial services for
students at UMR. 1be most
popular one has to be the
student directory, which
lists local and borne pbone
numbers and addresses of
all students. Also included
are listings of professors'
offices and phooe numbers.
The directory is provided
free of charge to all students,
compliments of the advertisers. Acconling to the
organization's
president,
Barb Weiland, putting the
directory together is a yearround job. However, she
feets that most students
would
agree
that
the
directory is very worthwhile.
Leadership forums for
freslunen and sopbomores
are also provided by the Blue
Key.
Each
campus
organization, acxonIing to
size, is allowed two-four
people to attend disc:ussions
on various leadership topics.
Students are chosen on their
leadership
abilities and
taught how to use them for
campus
and
eventually
community leadership.
A resume service is
another project UDdertaken

by the Blue Key each year.
When companies notify the
school that they are hiring,
the Blue Key sends resumes
on all graduating seniors in
that particular field. This
service is provided to the
company for a small fee,
which has helped finance the
organization for years. Vice
President Darrell Moore
feels that this is an excellent
service, since it distributes
resumes to hiring companies
that students might not have
been aware of.

- Commute from K ansas
Ci ty.
- P ay your share of the

month's rent if you live in
one of the apartm ents or
houses near campus.
- Take a carload of friends
on a champagne flight to
L aclede's L anding in St.
Louis.
- Throw a Rolla-size US
Festiv al.
- Reproduce all the dif-

basis of their assistance to
the organization and UMR
during the month. This Is
just another way for the Blue
Key to recognize outstanding
leadership on campus.
According to the Blue Key
handbook, " Members are
selected for this honor
because they have shown
character ,
outstanding
ability ,
and
recognized
potential as future citizens
and deserve the special
attention of the faculty. "
Furthermore, a person must
earn 40 " Blue K ey points" to
be considered for membership.
This
is
ac- bi~~~~~;'~
complished by accounting
membership and poSitions
in
different
held
organizations. A grade point
of 2.75 is required with at
least 60 hours of credit.
Membership is not limited to
any particular field of study.
However, due to its charter,
this fraternity is limited to 40
members.
First step In the campus pavement project. N o m ore
Barb Weiland said that she Chern. Engineering BuUdlng!
is really proud of the Blue
Key . She feels that the T.h
...
organization accomplishes a
lot for the students of UMR.
She concluded, " The main
purpose of the Blue Key is
campus service. I think we
do a pretty good job of that. "
The Blue Key is planning a
Applications can be picked
Theta
Tau
Om ega
celebration for its 50th anup at the candy counter in
honorary fraternity will hol d
niversary. The current plans
the University Center -East
this semester's interviews
include an alumni banquet
and can be turned in ther e or
for new members on Wedand possibly a campuswide
at the smoker. Applicants
nesday, Feb. 9, at TKE. On
party around Homecoming
should have completed at
Saturday, Feb. 5, a sm oker
next
year.
Coordinator
least 50 cr edit hours.
will take place at Kappa Sig
Sheila McDonnell said, "We
Theta Tau Omega is a
where interested students
are planning things, but
charitable as well as social
will have an opportunity to
nothing is definite right
organization and contributes
meet Theta Tau's members.
now."

ferent ways the dorms fix
the inf amous All-Purpose.
Patty.

..
....

Here are a few of my
ideas, but if any of these
don't appeal to you, yOU'll
just have to come up Wilb
y our own. Either that or
resort to that other wellknown UMR pastime _
studying !

He is

!lilarist.

Bruce We"

ntty fa

d irt p aths In front of the

0
e ta , ua meg a to

Hold interviews

Blue Key chooses the
" Miner of the Month" from
recommendations made by
various
organizations.
Winners are chosen on the

PLAY THE TOP GAMES TODAY
20 Video to choose from
9 of the top 10 games of the player's choice

NEW GAME - POPEYE

PLAY TOP GAME - JOUST
\

1107 Pine
----~ 14 Steps

C LLfl R

~
Down
----To
/
Fun Times

7
Gf1r:1~6

s:

HAR~
A TH lE TIC

Ms_ Pac Man • Gravitar • Super Pac Ma n • Tron
Galaga • Moon Patrol • Centipede • Donkey Kong
Dig Dug • Defender • Frogger • Turbo-Turbo

1107Pine
Lower Level

football team for dinner and
drinks at Zeno's. (This will
be a week's allowance so you
must live frugally for the
rest of the week .)
- Or der a large pizza from
each pizza place in town.

Now Two
Machines

Below
Sunnywa ll
Flowers

904 Pine

FOR ALL YOUR
Wa rm- Ups
By A did o s, Sp eedo , Wi n ning
Wo ys & Bonnie Spo r tsweor .

Wide Selection
of Sweaters &
Long Sleeved Tees

By

Any

ans to
over $5,000 annually to loca Knighl I
Rolla charities. Its even~ Alice
include
Casino
Night H hi
Hoedown, P i zza Ni ght, ar ~
annual calendar of carnpul
lIlp<
events, Homecoming Mums I b
"Freshman of the Year'
ogre
award and the sponsorshi~ ~~~
of the Theta Tau Omegl I&!d d~
Ugly Man contest each year. I'.nlries I

BELL

GOODS

341-26.66

ATHLETIC NEEDS
W e corr y

Adidas, Pony, Nike,
Converse & Tiger
Basketball Shoes

27 Models in All!

°hq

SlF
lhis v
le st.
t}Jn't

~ E
I til,
\~ am

Gary Mo

!beSt.
I I
linestel
~ill1

.........
IMINn
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Groundwaves

19
27, 83

ByGRlMICE

Mark Vollmer

There are five animals hidden somewhere in this picture. Can you find them?
AnSwers wtll be published next week.

SUB's Coffeehouse

John Biggs
By JANET JANSEN

BruceWe~

Int of !hI

is

illy to 100
Its even
) Nigll
Night, I
pf camil

lingMum

I

Yeal

ponsorsll
lU

Ome!

eachyeal

John Biggs, a guitar and
banjO
picker,
singer,
soogwriter and humorist,
will be the featured entertainer at the Student
Union Board Social Committee's Coffeehouse at 8
p.m. Friday, Jan. 28, in
Centennial Hall. John's act
centers on
folk,
contemporary folk, country and
bluegrass music. He says he
"stole some of it ... and
wrote the rest. "
He is an accomplished
guitariSt. He also piCks a
pretty fair five-string banjo

- but his first love is singing
and in that respect he is
gifted with a strong, clear,
yet warm voice.
Something special about
John's show is what he does
between songs. He's got a
long repertoire of stories and
yarns that will entertain and
enchant all evening - and he
relates so well to the
audience that it might as
well be on stage with him.
Friday night's show will be
no exception. After past
performances
at
UMR
comments such as these
were made : " Whether he is

singing a touching love
ballad or telling a story, he
holds the audience's attention and drives them to
tears, laughter and applause. He has that rare
quality that enables him to
Sincerely smile and joke
with any audience."
Welcome John Biggs to
Rolla once again for his
entertainment is very much
on the side of an enjoyable
evening. Start it early and go
to the Student Union Board
Smoker at Sig Nu at 6.
Refreshments will be served.

@1. ,ats lJiarts
By MIKE SIMMS

1983
Organization Points· Place
Any organization that Delta Tau
155.35 1
plans to nominate a student Acacia
124.07 2
Knight to have a date with Pi KA
123.00 3
Alice should turn in entries Theta Xi
119.40 4
on or before Monday, Feb. Sig Chi Mu
106.45 5
97.93 6
14. Each entry should be Pi Kappa Phi
accompanied by a 2-by-3- Beta Sig
97.00 7
89.10 8
inch black and white KA
83.48 9
photograph, a serious article Sig Pi
83.08 10
of 25 words or less and a Phi Kap
humorous one-liner to be Kappa Sig
SO.5O 11
used during the ceremony. AE Pi
78.50 12
Entries can be turned in to Triangle
77.28 13
any St. Pat's Board rep or to SigEp
71.63 14
Chris Woods, TKE, 1107 Sig Nu
61.28 15
State St. , 364-8115.
Delta Sig
56.70 16
Don't forget, St. Pat's TKE
47.83 17
Queen entries are due no Sig Tau
39.18 18
later than Feb. 10. If you TEC
34.7419
have any questions, contact Lambda Chi
14.93 20
Gary Monroig at 364-0508.
Campus Club
14.50 21
The St. Pat's Participation TJHA
13.00 22
Point totals from last RHA
8.53 23
semester are in. These point
totals are based on St. Pat's
Sororities
Green Sales totals. If your Organization Points· Place
organization is doing pool'ly, ZTA
42.88 1
it isn't time to give up, it's KD
35.93 2
time to get psyched and buy ChiO
28.28 3
lots of Green. Any Green
are
• All
figures
that is purchased from your
organization's board rep preliminary_ and should be
boosts your organization's used for comparison purparticipation points and poses only. Actual places
helps us put on the best St. will not occur until St. Pat's.
There are only 49 days left
Pat's ever.

n

until the 75th Annual Best
Ever St. Pat's Celebration.
It's time to start getting
ready now for the No.1 party
of the year.

We join our Adventurer as
he is about to begin his
journey. A journey that will
take him beyond the mundane and commonplace into
a realm where all his senses
are sharpened, but none
more than the ability to hear
and understand.
He pauses uncertain by the
entrance; afraid and yet
eager. He doesn't understand how, but he knows
inside himself that he will
not be the same at the end as
he is now at the beginning.
The Adventurer finds
himself opening the door.
With the first step he realizes
that some energy is drawing
him in, not forcibly , for he

knows he can turn and leave
if he chooses.
He walks down the
corridor hearing music and
voices grow louder as he
continues. He comes to
another door and pauses.
The commotion he hears is
of many people ; each performing a job that seems
unrelated to the next. Yet he
senses the purpose behind
their work, an energy that
draws those of different
backgrounds together.
He listens closer. There is
arguing ;
personalities
rubbing together like two
pieces of sandpaper. But it is
fleeting
and is
gone,
replaced by the much more
common sound of laughter.
Expecting stares from

those who are at home here,
he opens the door and steps
in. He is nervous, but that too
is fleeting. He realizes that
these people don't perceive
him as an outsider, but
rather as simply a new face.
With this knowledge, he
allows himself to relax a bit.
The walls now catch his
attention. The creativity of
what he sees refreshes him '
and he relaxes more. Now he
hears the music. Music that
is at times gentle and contemplative and at others is
rough. and energetic.
Understanding dawns in
his mind and he sees. The
energy that draws these
people together is the mUSic.
And the music IS KMNR.

Sweepstakes
Thousands of students
entry
forms,
mailing
throughout the country
recipients will also get an
received a rare offer in the
American Express card
mail last spring. Seniors and
application. Those who have
recent college graduates
begun or are about to begin a
could enter a sweepstakes
career-{)riented job with a
with $125,000 worth of prizes
yearly salary of $10,000 or
and have a chance to get a
more, have an excellent
prestigious charge card.
chance of being accepted for
The American Express
American Express card
"GIVE YOUR CAREER A membership.
CHARGE" sweepstakes was
This
opportunity
to
held twice this year. Entries
acquire financial recognition
for the fall sweepstakes are
and establish a credit history
being tabulated now and
early on is a welcome one
winners will be selected by
according to past sweepJan. 28, 1983.
stakes winners. Diane Gallo,
Over 900 prizes, carefully . University of Wisconsin,
chosen to meet the needs of
1982, said, "I'd heard that
the career-minded graduate
you had to make over $25,000
are
available,
include
TELLE ROTOCRAFT
personal coinputers, $2,000
Experimental ROforboldes (10'
wardrobes, designer attache
long: 7 " chord; 6061 T6 ; flush
rivets), For gyrocopters and
cases and telephone anhelicopters . Rotor hubs and
Rotor heads for gyrocopters.
swering machines.
ROlorblade info. pkg . $3.00 .
The
sweepstakes
is
Offset Gimble Heod Pions
$8.00. Hwy . 63 N. Rollo. MO
designed to call attention to
65'01
a unique program that
enables graduates to get a
head start on establishing
themselves in the real world.
In addition to sweepstakes

before you could be accepted
by American Express."
Diane, like many sweepstakes"
entrants,
was
delighted to discover that at
least one financial institution
considered
her
fiscally
responsible even though she
is right out of school.

rl

r---.., CJ

U- r..J DID YOU Ll

.oJ KNOW THAT .. ....

JAccordmg
. to some L.,

rI of our customers, we

I serve the most of the
I best for the least.
I
I ~~ ~0~r.!.~~

L __ ":::::. ~ ~ ~I:' __ .J
TELLE FOREIGN CAR
Machine Snop, Po rts, Service
ond Remon. VW air cooled
engines for Auto, Airboats,

~~~~~~~ M~7~ls ~!~c;;'aff~:~
(up to 700 amps).

(314 ) 364·3376 .

ZAK'S
ZAK'S IS OPbN

Open evenings until 9 :00 p .m . tor typing and copying .

10% Student Disco'unt on Copies with I.D.

Oriental & Mi'd dle Eastern
~ .P-~
Food Store*
~ _ y 0.D'~ ~

sJ:t-

Now a grocery store where you can buy the
right ingredients-i ncluding Pita bread to make your
favorite dishes-Middle Eastern, Japanese, Chinese,
Thailand, Korean, Vietnamese, Phillipine
Specia l Order Available
1l0-A 7th St. (across form Rolla Daily Newsl
9:30·6:30 p.m . M ·S 364·5356

I
I
I
I
I

Best
. Pitcher Prices
In Town
Nightly Specials
Dancing &
Live D.J.s
Let's Party!
For all you old folks 21 and over,
we welcome you back for 1983.
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Tsili(i';ntsget in ~U
NEW YORK, NY (CPS) Despite increasingly tough
admissions standards, most
students who apply to college do get in. The reasons
they choose to apply to certain colleges Instead of
others, however, have as
much to do with their family
backgrounds as with their
academic skUls, two recent
studies by the College Board
found .
seventy-five percent of ail
freshmen applicants are accepted by the colleges they
apply to, according to one of
the studies which surveyed
over 2,500 colleges and
universities nationwide.
Two-year colleges admitted 95 percent of their
freshmen applicants this
fall, whIle four-year institutions admitted only 60 percent of all applicants.

another College Board study
which shows that, although It
may be relatively easy for
students to get into virtually
any college they choose,
most students psychologlcally restrict themselves to certain types of institutions.
Those results, study director Robert Zemsky says,
.. are significant as well as
volatIle."
People wUl be a little surprised and a little reluctant
to accept the notion that
educational accesslbUlty Is
bound by social ordering,"
Zemsky says.
Students may have the opportunity to apply and gain
acceptance at a wide range
of institutions, he says, but

are
in
fact
gu\ded
predominantly by thelr
parents' income and educational background, and by
the
students'
SAT
(Scholastic Aptitude Test)
scores.
Students whose famUIes
earned $35,()()() or more,
whose parents both had
bachelor's degrees, and Who
scored more than 1,000 on
the SAT, will most likely al>ply to a nationally-known
university, Zemsky reports.

~~

£E, Feb

;pi.

SALE

ro~ ()
CIIIfi

1YI'ING
)IidIanICSO

()IIItSl'tIl'

~

ill!

On the other hand, ~~:
students with lower famUy JIJPPY
incomes,
less~ucated
parents, and lower SAT
scores will typically choose a J)eI' D.O., 1
college close to home and I~
with a less exclusive reputation.

But the study also found
that half of all freshmen applicants this fail opted to attend two-year colleges, and
that 90 percent of ail
freshmen at public institutions are in-state students.
Those figures support
preliminary findings of

Oriental Exhibition
A special exhibition and
sale of original Oriental art
will be presented from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 'lfr'l:l at

UMR's University CenterWest Lounge.
A representative from
Marson Ltd., of Baltimore,

Md. , will be on hand to answer questions about the
collection
of
etchings,
woodcuts,
lithographs,
serigraphs and paintings.

Malle the
Connection
With
Tomorrow,
~odall...

~yor

BJ,
Thanks for

At Union
ElectriC

Finally!

Sevealial
been ens

You can make an exceptional career connection
with Union ElectriC. one of the nation 's largest in_
vestor-owned utilities. Our first nuclearpower plant
IS under construction In mid-MiSSOUri. Just 110
miles west of SI. LoUIS. prOViding opportunIties for engineering graduates In the
follOWing areas to gam Invaluable start
up expenence

Someone in Rolla has a high. speed
quality copier . Bond copies, 70 per
minute, from 1 to 1,000 ,000 .
10th and Elm
(By Army Recru i ters)

Rolla
364-2844
Open evenings until 9:00 p.m . for typing and copying .

10% Student Discount on Copies with 1.0.

ELECTRICAL EII8111EERS
MECHAlIlCAl EII8111EERS
IIUClEAR EII8111EERS
POSitions are also available

2
"Whenever you feel like
smokln' a Cigarette. Instead of
strlkln ' up a match. strike up
the band- the' Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokln' Wrist
Snappln' Red Rubber Band:
Get one free from your
American Cancer SOCiety."

o
9

TAVERN

In

st

LOUIS

Throughout our company. personal preference IS matched With background and abili ty to prOVide challenging . interesting assignments The
group of profeSSionals we hire today Will have the opportunities to develop their
careers based on an Important team effort We'll be on campus

TueSdau. Februaru 8th
UledneSdau. Februaru 9th (COOP)
Stop by the campus placement o lilce to sign up for an interview If you are unable to meet
With us. send your resume to Ms Susan M Bornholdt . Employment Representative UNION
ELECTRIC COMPANY. POBox 149. St LOUIS. M,SSOUri 63166 131 4) 554 - 2579 A E
I
Opportunity Employer M / F
.
n qua

Union Electric

Company

E
Go t

Pure
at C

~e
--.......;;l( 'age 11

~
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1bere will be a meeting of the Hand-held Computer Club at 7 p. m. in
103 EE, Feb. 3. Nominations for officers will be made and a discussion
aboUt presently available Hand-helds will be started.

Dear First-FloorTJ Girls,

FOR SALE : Marantz 250 M power AMP 125 watts per channel. Mint
oondition. Call Art 364-8291.
.

Congratulations Cindy and Mark!!! It was hard to keep a special
thing a secret. We hope that this leads to bigger and better things.
"1beotber Couple"

TYPING SERVICE: Please see Otarlotte at 108 Engineering
Mechanics or call at 341-4581 before 4 : 30.
Come see the move "Glvers, Takers, and Other Kinds of Lovers." It
wID be shown at 7 p.m. FrIday, Jan. 28. Admission Is free. It will be in
iIIe Mtssouri Room of the Student Center.
TommyK. ,
Happy Birthday, sweetheart!

Love,
KImberly

Dear D.O., T.H., T.e. , L.C., T .L., J.M., A.H.,

We'll be interested in

It's better than what on the bottom?
-Potential Consumers

DianneV.,
I'm glad that you're back. Please smile and at least say HI
A smile and words I do not lack,
'
But I can be a little bit shy!
The Cwious One,
Boop De.Button
For Sale: Audio Control 0-10 Equalizer, 10 band octave equaIlzer
still under warranty, price $150,000 or will trade for a
equalizer. Cail Pat at 341-3926. .

SONY

RofR,
Rastafarians of Rolla unite. We must no longer be subjected to the
plasma ~ of the h1ghman in the clouds. Feel the pavement beat to our
rhythm. Come to the R of R meetlng in the' hemp fields behind Parker
Hall. Elections will be held for Master Herbsman, Suprene Brother
and Head Mon. We must unite agaInst the suppression and drink from
The Rivers of Babylon.
Let J ah be praised
To the Rolla guys,
You may think that guys out number girls at this school. But we
have discovered that when including only nice guys, the girls out
number the guys by at least 50 to I.
Signed,
Two girls that realize ANY girl
who comes down to Rolla for her MRS is a fooi.

WANTE;D : Part-time office help (apprx. 10 hrs.) Cail341-3766.

you. I hope you mommas are good cause we BAAAD!
Leroy, Tyrone, Lamont and the Rest
Of All the Fourth Floor Brothers
P.S. Not too cool girls - we don't care how it's·done.

JOY Luthern students will be having a $1 cost supper on Jan. 30 at 5
p:m. at the Lutheran Campus House. Following the supper, Rollamo
PICtures will be taken and there will be a meeting. Please attend.

WHY ARE YOU JOBLESS? Learn how to have an effective Interview. "lntervlewing Teclutiques," by R.D. Breedlove ; interviewer
for Mtssouri Paciflc Railroad. A llve interview will be demonstrated
also. Wednesday, Feb. 2, 7 p.m. Room 114 Civll Englneertng Building.
Sponsored by the Institute of Transportation Engineers. Everyone
welcome!
GDlls once again out to prove who the hardiest partlers on campus
are with our one and only Party, Party, Party - Party. Stay up drunk
or pass out on the floor we don't care. Just come on out toTECJan 29
Saturday, at7p.m.-I:30a.m. and have a real good time.
. ,

We would like to thank ail the em OMEGAS for their loyal support
of our baskethall games. We are very proud to be a part of this
sorority.
Poopsie arid Stew
Tothe3"J's" (and I don't mean Jeanne, Jamie andJanet):
Wbat's the deal with the Golden Arches? Do you own stock in the
oompany or what? At least you didn't stop at the one inSt. Robert too!
H.B.,
Thanks for being you.

Love,HLK.
Congratulations to the new I's of Sigma Chi Mu.
Love,
The Little Sigmas
Steve alias Big Red drove the porcelain bus Jan . 19, 1983. Your work
has been enshrined.

f -n•

Need ride to Kansas City (Independence) this weekend
Warresnburg is acceptable. Call 364-9796 and ask for Chuck Room 109
(Kelly House Bl.
'
I have a full set of Beatles albums for sale. If interested cail Dave
at 364-5165:
.
'
ATTENTION: Be sure .and watch for Sigma Chi Mu's second Annual Air-Band contest.
.

Will the girl in the yellow Volkswagen who gave me a ride down to
Villa Trailer Courts Sunday night, give Mark a call at 341-4894 after 6
p.m. I think I left my heart in your front seat.
To ail UMR students and faculty,
Happy Black HiStory Month to you. In a country where my greatgrandparents were born slaves and the rest of my ancestors are
unknown to me, I am proud to be one of the few black faces on this
campus. Progress IS slow, but, like air we rise. We have endured over
200 years of slavery, and we will not endure one hour more. Never
forget who you are. Rejoice, stand-tall and be counted proud black
and beautifully.
'
C.K.
To the 1st Floor TJ Girls who placed the ad,
A lot of talk, and no action. You were sincerely invited to our party,
and not one of you showed up ! You have no room for complaining!
.The Men of House A

,

P.izza
tr~. ~~ Inn

t

·

&
Colon~~l Lanes

t
t

t
,
t ~~~::. ~:z:~ ,:O~~:,~~:~ h~t::-::':Y:':~'th,tt
The Great Weekend Double Treat

,

Go

t
t
l

purchase of a medium or small pizza receive 1 free game of bowling
at Colonial Lanes; with the purchase of a large Pizza Inn pizza,
receive coupons for two free games of bowling.

OR

t

Go to Colonial Lanes and bowl three or more paid games (open play)
and receive a coupon for $1 off a medium or $2 off a large Pizza Inn
pizza.
Let the fun times roll this weekend with pizza and bowling
compliments of Pizza Inn-Hwy. 63 N . & Pine
_ '
. . . ._ . . . . . .c.olonial Lanes-Bus. Loop 1·44 West

•

•

•

GDI
GDI is .havIng a Party, Party, Party, - Party at TEC Saturday,
~~t29, from 7p.m.-l:30a.m. Come on out and show your party spirit.

Becky,
Sorry, but Smurphy is in love with you.

••

~.

The Missouri Miner wlll print free of charge ail) .
party announcement for campus organizations
which are submitted before 9:00 p.m. Monday at
the Miner' box in the Rolla Building. ~
nouncements sboud be submitted a week before.
Hand in announcement in paragraph form with
complete sentences (Read: no flyers). We canno(
tprtnl priceS lor alcohoUc beverages.
.

I

•

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

r---------------I Christopher Jewelersl I'
I

Diamonds and Watches

I

I

903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264

I

L - _______

------~

Try the New
~
Pounder~~

16 Oz. Long Neck Bottle
for the price of 12 oz.
4 Ounces FREE
Now available in Rolla
at these locations:
209 Tavern
Top Hat
The Pub
509 Packa'g e
Distributed by Fred Voss Enterprise .
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Stalking

The Wild Job

By MIKE STRODER

We are in a period where
jobs, even for engineers, are
hard to come by. Some folks
have little to worry about in
this respect. I am, of course,
speaking of those with 3.5 or
better
GPAs,
glowing
references from all directions and memberships in
every honorary organization
known to mankind. This
article is not for them. This
article is for folks, somewhat
like yours truly, who suddenly realize that their
GPAs can never rise above
2.6 even if they make
straight A 's and that their
only honorary distinctions
involve alcoholic beverages.
The current job squeeze hits
these people hard. Are they
destined to work the night
shift at the Taco Bell? If you
are in this position, the trick
is to "sell yourself" to
potential employers.
First, you will need a
resume.
If
your
accomplishments could fill
only a postage stamp, then
you need some strong selling
points. Drop names and hint
of connections to corporation
heads
and high-ranking
government officials. Inventing prestigious summer
jobs may also help. You may
find an interviewer wbo has
to meet the crackpot who
would list "Chairman of the
Board, Mobil Oil Co." as a
summer job on his resume.

ml

Once you are armed with a
list of your feeble accomplishments, the next
hurdle is distribution. Your
resume must be seen by as
many people as possible. No
method
of
distribution

should be overlooked. Go to
parking lots and put a
resume under the windshield
wiper of big and importantlooking cars. Leave them
lying in elevators. Put one on
the bulletin board at the
laundromat. Mail them to
corporate heads and write

" YOU
MAY
HAVE
ALREADY WON $100,000! "
on the envelope. Better yet,
write "Office of Internal
Revenue" on the envelope.
The boss will be sure to open
that!
Once they have allowed
you to put your foot in the
door, it is up to you to make
the most of your interview.
Research
on
the
interviewing company is vital.
Time
spent
searching
through tax records, federal
regulatiOns, political and
social affiliations, and even
personal habits is time well
spent if you discover that
lever that allows you to pry
your way into an office job
raking in $40,000 a year for
making paper airplanes
under
the
guise
of
"AerodyI)arnics Research."
In case the search for dirt is
futile, there are several
modes of attack.
One of these is the
"desperate man" approach.
First, learn how to smile like
Jack Nicholson in "The
Shining." It can be an invaluable asset when your
interviewer is trying to
decide whether to give yOu a
job for fear of his life or to
notify the authorities. Make
notches on your resume and
tell your interviewer that

they represent the last few
interviewers
that,
unfortunately
for
them,
refused to hire you. Flash
the smile again. Your interviewer
should
be
sweating blood by now. A
small froth in the corner of
your mouth is a nice touch,
but take care not to overdo
it. Take hostages only as a
last resort.

A second approach is the
"You need ME" approach.
MentiQn that you have access to documents of competitors and list your job
preference as "Industiral
Espionage." Act as if you
are constantly checking for
bugs. Mention your links
with the FBI, CIA and IRS.
Remember, there are plenty
of R&D men, but few good
spies.

WAONe;

A YEAR WITH COORS
WILL LOOK GREAT
ON YOUR RESUME.

A great way to prepare your resume for the
future is to start working now, as a Coors
Campus Representative. It's a unique
opportunity to work for a major corporation
whi le you're still in school. It's something any
employer will be impressed by. You'll gain

Just a few of the many
helpful hints to a job are
listed
here,
but
these
techniques are guaranteed
to produce results. Either a
cushy job or a stretch in the
state pen can soon be yours.
Good luck and remember:
Sell yourself, and the Taco
Bell or the 7-11 need never
know of your talents.

valuable on-the-job business experience
and eam a rewarding salary. And becaUSE
the job hours are flexible, you can work
around your class schedule. You'll also
enjoy the extra bonus of meeting new
people all over campus.

can

Any studenl cJ legal drinking age may ~y.

Contact Ransdall Distributing, 18th Street at Frisco Tracks, 341-3838,

new

c 1982 Adolph

c.:x.s ComDQ!'Iy. Golden Colorado 80401 . Brewer 01 Fone QualifY Beers s.r.::e 1873

To the
•

I,T.E.S

Join Us!

Author
Bob Priddy

'Q'.
,

will be in
our store

lirl~
· -z-::..

I~t ·~~~ 12:3~ p.m.

I~~:....; ~
~~~

tIll
4p.m.
~:ISSO"O"E:I
..... _
$15
Fn• d ay
To sign copies of his
book. S top by to
meet him!

Forum Plaza
Rolla

364-5432

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.

There's never
AtanyNCRfacilbeen a more excitity , you'll find that
ing time to enter
some things never
NCR 'sworldoftechnochange-things like
logical advancement. In 98 ~~!!!!!!~~
project diversity. Smallyears of creating business inteam flexibility . Accessi.ble
formation systems, we've never been
management. Planned career advancestronger.
ment. Support for your continuing

~~~~~~~~~rr~f~:n~f;~~st~~~,Pcu;~~ ~1su~~t~~~. ~o~~~~:~a~~~:c~dfr~e~e~
figured for a user's unique applications , yet adaptable as those applications expand . We're advancing in
every area of computer technology .
That 's why we look forward to meeting yo u. the new generation of Computer Scientists , Electrical Engineers
and o ther graduating seniors . You 're
the ones who will build tomorrow's
world .
At NCR Engineering & Manufacturing/
Wichita, you 'll find one of NCR 's
fastest-expanding ope ra tions . It's a
full-systems environment where peripherals and subsystems are developed
based on state-of-the-art LSIIVLSI
chip configurations .

corporate force as powerful as NCR .
These policies have been fundamen\al to our progress so _fa_r_._T_he_y_w_il_1b..,e
the basis of our r
On-Campus
future .
Interviewing
Join us when we visit
your campus , to discuss our future- and
yours- in greater detail. There's a new
wor ld we can build
together.

THU.
FEB.10
1983
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,

s

I am a prisoner on death
row at the Arizona State
PriSon and I was wondering
if you would do me a favor. I
have been here for qulte
awhile and I don't have any
family or friends on the
outside to write to so what I
was wondering is If you
could put an ad In your
campus newspaper for me
for correspondence. If not in
your paper then maybe you
have some kind of bulletin

that you could put it In. I
know that you are not a penpal club or anything like
that, but I would really
appreciate it If you could
help me.
Since I don't know if you
have an actual newspaper, I
will just make a small ad
and then if you have to
change it around or anything
go ahead and do what you
need to.
Death

Row

prisoner,

caucasion male, age 35,
desires correspondence with
either male 'or female
college students. Wants to
form some kind of friendly
type relationship and more
or less just exchange past
experiences and ideas. 'Will
answer all letters and exchange pictures. If interested write to Jim Jeffers, Box B-38604, Florence,
AR85232.

Sincerely yours,
Jim Je.ffers

MINORITY AND WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM TUTORIAL SERVICES
Spring 1983
TUTORING IS AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE TO ALL STUDENTS
MONDAY

TUESDAY

'WEDNESDAY

Pat Kelly
Physics, Math
EE 28 1, 265 , 267
302 Rolla Building

2:30 p.m.
to
4 : 30 p .m.

3:30 p . m.
to
5:30 p .m.

2 : 30 p.m.
to
4:30 p .m.

Lester Grego ry
EE 61, 63 , 281, 265
302 Rolla Build ing

2:30 p .m.
to
4:30 p . m.

Denise

Rost

1: 30 p .m.

Mathematics

to
3: 30 .£:m .

penance

Not now. Pay an your

Inwori(

bills and balance your

1d because
11 also

lnew

302 Rolla Buildinq

Da l e Abrahams
Chemi stry 1, 3
Chern Eng 20 , 27 ,
141, 143, 253
302 Rolla Building

checKbooK~

the11 you
can play PAC-MAN.

2: 30p .m.
to
5:30 p . m•

Chandrashekhar Bapat
150
EM 50 , 110

•

Math, Physics
302 Rolla Building

1:30 a .m. 6:00 p .m .
to
to
I
3:30 p .m. 8: 30 p.m .

Vincent Rogers
Math 8 , 21 , 22 , 204 ,
Physics 23 , 24
302 Rolla Building

11: 00 a.m .
to
12:30 p .m.

Larry Beck
60
English 1
Economics 110 & 111

2:30 p . m.
to
4:30 p .m.

•

1-3838,

2 : 30 p .m.
to
4:30 p .m .

2:30 p.m.
to
4:30 p .m.
11:00 a.m .11 : 30 a . m 12:20 p . m.
to
-1:30 p . m.3:30 p.m .
1: 20 .p.. m.

David Hendricks
EM 50 , EM 150 , Math
302 Rolla Building

Chemistry Society
127 Chern Eng

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

2:30 p . m.
to
4:30 p .m.

• 7:30top .m.

11:00 a.m .
to
12:20 p . m.

9:30 p .m.

3: .?O p .m

2:30p .m.
to
5:30p . m.

to
5:30p .m.

1 : 30 p. m.
to
3:30 p .m.

3:30
4:20
6 : 00
8:00

.

p . m.
p .m.
p.m .
p .m.

-

•-

11:00 a .m.
to
12:30 p . m.

9:00 a.m.
to
11: 00 a . m.

7:00 p.m .
- 9:00 p.m.

-

7 : 00 p . m.
9:00 p . m.

KME Mat h Help Sessions 6:30 p.m .
6 : 30 p .m.
Room 209 MathlCS
to
to
8,00 p . m.
8:00 p .m.
NOTE. Students needing tutorla l serVlces ln courses not l lsted above s ho u 1d
contact Floyd , Al or Brenda at the Minority Engineerin~ Progr am Office .
For evening tutori~g , p l ease use the west door of the Rol la Bui l ding .

I. T.E. ScholaTship fund

Go see Steamers
The UMR Student Chapter
of the Institute of Transportation Engineers cordially invites you and your
group to enjoy the best of the
Major Indoor Soccer League
with the St. Louis Steamers
at the fabulous Checkerdome.

For those who have never
experienced the Iightnlngfast action of the MISL, rest
assured that you will be In
for an exciting evening you
won't soon forget.
Ticket prices are $4, $5, $6,
$7 and $8, and proceeds from
ticket sales will go toward a
scholarship of (at least) $100
to be given to a UMR
stUdent. If your group can
get at least 20 people to attend, arrangements can
even be made to recognize
your
group
on
the
Checkerdome scoreboard.
However, individuals may
purchase tickets as well.
Contact Jay Fisher at 3640039 for ticket Information.

UPCOMING STEAMERS' HOME GAMES

Date
FrL Jan. 28
Sun. Feb. 6
Wed. Feb. 9
Fri. Feb. 18
Wed. Mar. 2
FrL Mar. 4
FrLMar.ll
Wed. Mar. 16
Sun. Mar. 20
FrL Apr_!
Fri. Apr. 8
Sun. Apr. 10
Sun. Apr. 16

Opponent
Buffalo Stallions
Los Angeles Lazers
Pittsburgh Spirit
Kansas City Comets
Phoenix Inferno
Buffalo Stallions
Golden Bay Earthquakes
Los'Angeles Lazers
Chicago Sting
New York Arrows
San Diego Sockers
Kansas City Comets
Wichita Wings

------ ---

TIme

7:35p.m,
2:05p.m.
7: 35 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
7:35p.m.
7:35p.m.
7:35p.m.
7:35 p.m.
2:05p.m.
7:35p.m.
7:35p.m.
2:05p.m.
, 7:35p.m.

Save 59 4 on any
regularly priced meal

--

Chub & Jo's Restaurant

-SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a.m . to 15 min. till 8:00
Open 6 Days, Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE .
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Homemade pies"

.

Family Restaurant

Corry Out Orders
Ke nneth & Ruby Thorpe

704 Pine Rollo, MO
Call 364-6247

Offer expires 1·31·83

W
SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

t
t

,,
I

••

I

We wanna be your steakhouse!

:

i.-----------..
1401 Martin Spring Drive
.•.------..:
-";f.-----------~-_::::,;:

©1982 Sirloin stOOkade, Inc.
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Mine, upset gives Key 500th win
By SCOTT WlDTE
Coach Billy Key notched
his 500th career victory
following UMR's impressive
come-from-behind victory
, over UMSL Wednesday
night at Rolla.
The Miners fought back
from a 66-53 deficit after 10
minutes into the second
quarter with 12 unanswered
points to knot the score at 6767 with five minutes left in
the game. CUrtis Gibson,
who led the comeback with
eight of the points, finished
the rally with a stuff shot to
tie the score.
Stan Shuemaker put the
Miners ahead to stay, 75-74,

with an 8-footer from the
baseline with a minute left in
the game. The Miners
coasted in the last minute on
a basket by Schuemaker and
two free throws by Rickie
Cannon to make the final
score 79-76.

The Miners shot an impressive 60 percent from the

The Miners were led by the
hot shooting of Rickie
Cannon. Rickie converted ~
of-11 . field goals and 7-{)f-7
from the free-throw line to
finish with 25 points. CUrtis
Gibson followed with 20
points and eight rebounds.
Todd Wentz finished with 16,
Kris Stange with eight, Stan
Schuemaj{er with six and
Rob Goodenow with four to
r ound out the Miners'
scoring.

field and 74 percent from the
line for the game. UMSL was

-

The 5eS!ond half caught the
Miners frigid from the field,
connecting on only 36 percent from the field. UMR
was able to pull back to
within two at 41-39 with 14:02
remaining.
The
Miners
would never get closer than
five points the rest of the'
game. Northwest pulled
ahead 67-52 at 1:39 for their
largest lead of the game, 15
points before the final score
of 71-58.

Fall to Drury
By GILL KAUFFMANN

1lI!!!/

Mark Vollmer

Kris Stange puts up two in last week's ~76upset win
overUMSL.

By NANCY REITER
The Lady Miners, in action
last week, dropped ' two
games to pull back to a 7-6
record. In each of its recent
contests, the team seems to
have been actually playihg
in more of the game. Against
Evangel UMR put in about
10 minutes of the oID-minute
game, which turned out to be
enough for a victory in that

ACT III
80 % Wool

Black or
Taupe

1 /2 0 FF Siz~s8-18
Jackets, Reg . $72 -$88
Pants, Reg . $58
All Skirts, Reg. $50

Open Daily 9:30 to 5:00
Mastercard· Visa

Cold shooting for the
Miners contributed to the
loss as they finished with 38
. percent from the field.

usually solid perfOI'l1UlllCe
wi th 26 points, 12 rebouDds
and three steals to lead !be
Miners. Todd Wentz was !be
only other Miner in double
figures with 10 points.
The Miners' record DOW
stands ' at 1~ and 2-2 In
conference play. Southeast
Mo. State will travel to RoUa
for an 8 p.m. contest Wednesday night. Washington U.
will gi ve the Miners their
second game of a four-game
home stand at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday
at the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.

CoaEh Billy Key's 500th
career victory came in his
18th season at UMR. Key has
coached at Wellsville and
Monroe City High Schools, )Jach B
at Harris Teachers College taSketbal
(now Harris-Stowe) and lictoryla
Nicholls State. He has 332
collegiate viCtories placing
him among the 10 winningest
coaches in NCAA Division II.
Congratulations Billy Key on
the fantastic milestone in
your career.

n

Lady Cagers droptw

THE COPPER TREE BRINGS YOU
GREAT BARGAINS IN

Sales
Final

equal to the task finishing
with 66 percent from the
field and 60 percent from the
line.
On
Saturday
UMR
traveled to Maryville, Mo.,
to take on Northwest Mo.
State in their fourth conference match. The first half
was marked by five tie
scores and three changes of
the lead. The Miners went
into the locker room down by
four at. 31-27.

Swimmers

two wins and Rob Fletcher
accumulated three firsts to
Last Friday night the lead SMS to their victory.
For the Miners first-place
UMR swimmers traveled to
Southwest Missouri State, finishes in both meets were
where they fell to SMS by a taken by Scott Carney in the
score of 91-39. Saturday they . 200-yard butterfly and Chris
in
the
200-yard
traveled to Drury College Aria
backstroke. Carney also took
~here Drury avenged an
earlier loss to UMR. They first at SMS in the 200-yard
battled Rolla neck and neck 1M and teamed up with Mike
the whole meet. Then it Shive, Arthur .Hoverter and
came down to the final race, Woodson Smith to win the
the 400-yard freestyle relay, 400-yard freestyle relay.
Other Miner firsts in the
in which Drury defeated the
Drury meet were taken by
Miners 58-46.
After a week of hard Derek Coon in the 200-yard
workouts 'of 12,000 yards or breaStstroke and 1M and Jon
more of swimming each day Staley in the I-meter diving.
The Miners are now 2-4 in
the Miners faced a tough
time as SMS provided rough dual meet competition 'and
competition by .taking nine will try to improve their
firsts and eight seconds out record this weekend agaillst
of 13 events. Dave Byers and Eastern Illinois University
Mike Abland each tallied up at Charleston.

-
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case. In the following games
they were not so fortunate.
On Wednesday, Jan. 19,
the Lady MinerS played very
well and kept with a tough
UMSL team all through the
, first half (20 minutes, this
time)'. The halftime score
was 3~29 UMSL, but the
Miners had led most of the
early game.
Again, after the half,
Coach Cathie Schulte came

out with a different team.
Through the next 20 minutes
of play the Miners were held
to 16 shots, yet unable to
supress the Riverwomen's
offense. The final in the
game was 67-46, UMSL.
Miner top scorers were
Terry Bond at 11 and Laurie
Behm with 10.
On Saturday, Jan. 22,
UMR was able to play right
with a very good Northwest

Missouri State team for 30
minutes of th.e game. The
M~illeteamhadearned a

No. 4 Division I ranking In
their region of the now 0bsolete AlAW last year.
With 10 minutes left in the

see Cagers
page16

Enter the Lite Beer
$200,000 World Series of Tavern Pool
World's Largest and Richest
Pool Tournament
Sign up Today!
Shoot your waytothe
National Champiorships at Caesars
Polace where
$200,000 Total Prize
Money will be awarded.
Locally at

Andy's lounge
1806 N . Bishop
Adminislered by Sports Tourn<lmenl~
0 1 Amer ica . Vo id .....h ere prohibiled by

low .
1982 M itl er Brewi ng ~ompony .
M ilwaukee. Wiscon sin .

SUI

~ _p_a_ge__1_5______________________________________________~M~IS~S~O~U~R~I~M~IN~ER~__________________________________~T~hu~r~s~d~oy~,~J~a~n~.2~7_,_1_9.8-.3
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Inactivity slows In tramurals

In. 27, 198J

Page I~

Men's

..............

By PATRICK STUMPF
As a result of varsity play

•

'n

in both basketball and
wrestling, little action has
taken place in intramUral
basketball.

Since there has been such
inactivity on the courts, I
will take this opportUnity to
provide
some scouting
/ reports on this year's
basketball
season.
In
Division I, League I, MHA
East, Beta Sig and Wesley
appear to be the teams to
contend with. In League II,
Pi
KA has improved
themselves, as have ABS;
KA Psi and Sig Ep. Meanwhile in Division II, GDI

appears to be the power in
League 1. In League II, KA
and MHA West seem to be
the best in an otherwise
lackluster bunch. I will
provide playoff predictions
in a later issue.
Venturing outside the
bounds
of
intramural
competition, I will make a
prediction on this Sunday's
Super Bowl. Miami has the
best defense in the AFC and
some fine coaching from

two-time Super Bowl winner
Don Shula along with explosive offensive weapons in
Duriel Harris and Andra
Franklin.
Washington,
however, with strong play
from both offensive and
defensive lines and the excellent field leadership of
Hollywood Joe Theismann,
should be able to put enough
points on the board to defeat
the Dolphins. My pick: The
fun bunch 'skins by 3.

Women's
By NANCY REITER
The 1983 women's intramural season started
Tuesday with the first
basketball games. Last

seelM
page16
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Coach Billy Key, athletic · director and UMR's
:hers Colle" basketball coach of 18 years, collected his 500th career
Stowe) alii victory last Wednesday. (See story page 14.)
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The M-Club is proud to
present Curtis Gibson of the
Miner basketball squad as
UMR's outstanding athlete
of this week. Over the past
week Curtis scored 26 points

in a losing effort against
Northwest and contributed
20 points in the Miner comefrom-behind victory over
UMSL, He had a combined
total of 12 rebounds and
seven steals in the two
games.
Congratulations Curtis!

'Attention
Varsity G,olfers
By GIL KAUFFMANN
For all those interested,
there will be a varsity golf
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 15, at
3:30 p.m. in-Coach Mercier's

office, which is located in the
basement of the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
All
potential
golfers should attend.
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BpURO'S
3rd Anniversary
Party
Salurelay, Jan. 29
9 p •••·1 a .•.
Don'tM.s.
the B.st Party
in Town.
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Some desk jobs are
making authority.
more exciting than
In the air, and on the
others.
ground, you have
As a Navy pilot
management responsior flight officer, your
bility from the begindesk can be a sophisning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet airas you gain experience.
craft and advanced electronic equipment.
No company can give you this kind of
But you can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation,
nothirig beats the sheer excitement of
Navy flying.
aerodynamics and other technical
The salary is exciting, too. Right
know-how you need.
In return , Navy aviation demands
away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
That's better than the average corporasomething of you as an officer:
Leadership.
tion will pay you just out of college.
Your path to leadership starts with
And with regular Navy promotions and
other pay increases, your annual
officer training that's among the most
demanding in the military. It's intensive
salary will soar to $3),100 after four
years. That's on top of a full package
leadership and professional schooling
of benefits and privileges.
combined with rigorous Navy flight
training. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthyou and other college
desk job, reach
r
- - l bound
for the sky. Reach for
graduates for the
NAV Y O PPORTUN ITY
\\ 204
uniqu e challenge of
the coupon. Find out
I N FOR~l i\TI ON CENT ER
P.O. Box 0000. Clifton. NJ OiOl0
Navy aviation. The
what it takes to be
Pl eAse se nd m e m ore infor m ation ab o ut
part of the Naval
program is tough but
becoming a mCI11be r of the Naval Aviation
Aviation 'learn. You
rewarding.
Team.
(0A)
could have a desk
One important
~aml'. _ _".,.-:--_-,-;;;:--_;;::::---___,_::::_( 1'1,·",,(, Print
t
that fli es at twice the
reward for Navy
Addn' ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. = speed of sound .
officers is decisionCil;. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

.!hu~sday, Jan. 27,
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1983 Intramural Basketball Schedule
Jan.'l:7

Jan. 31

Feb. 1

Feb. 3

Feb. 7

6:15
7:15
8: 15
9:15
10:15
7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45
6: 15
7:15
8: 15
9: 15
10: 15

6: 15
7: 15
8:15
9: 15
10:15

MHA West-Theta Xi
Sig Pi-Delta Tau
CCH-BSU
GDI-Triangle

WEST
Wesley-Sig Nu
AB5-SigEp
MHAEast-TKE
Tech Eng-Lambda Chi
KA-AEPi

Newman-Campus
TJHA-Wesley"
Pi Kap Phi-Acacia
Sig Chi-Theta Xi

KA Psi-Kappa Sig
Stardusters-ZTA"
TJHA-SigNu
RHA-SigEp

Viet-Delta Tau
Beta Sig-Wesley
PiKA-ABS
ISC-BSU

Phi Kap-Sig Pi
MHA West-CCH
Mf.IA East-Campus
Tech Eng-Kappa Sig

EAST
Phi Kap-Acacia

White Star-Chi 0"
Newman-Sig Nu
KA PSI - Sig Ep
SigTau-ABS
Delta Sig-Wesley

AB5-KD"
TJHA-BetaSig
RHA-PiKA
GDI-Acacia
KA-Theta Xi

Viet-Phi Kap
ISC-MHA West
Wesley-ZTA"
AEPi-BSU
Triangle-Delta Tau

Pi Kap Phi-Sig Pi
SigChi-CCH
TJHA-AWS"
Campus-Sig Nu
Kappa Sig-Sig Ep

7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

EAST
Sig Nu-Beta Sig
Newman-Delta Sig
AW5-Stardusters"
Sig Pi-Acacia

SigEp-PiKA
KA Psi-Sig Tau
TJHA-ZTA"
CCH-Theta Xi

Feb. 14

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45

Triangle-Phi Kap
Campus-Delta Sig
Pi Kap Phi-Viet
GDI-SigPi

A E Pi-MHA West
Kappa Sig-Sig Tau
SigChi-ISC
KA-CCH

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45

"White Stars-ABS
TKE-Newman
MHA East-Beta Sig
"Stardusters-Wesley

"RHA-KD
Lambda Chi-KA Psi
Tech Eng-Pi KA
"ZTA-AWS

6:15
7: 15
8:15
9:15
10:15

Wesley-TJHA
Acacia-Viet
Sig Nu-Delta Sig
Triangle-Pi Kap Phi
Campus-TKE

AB5-RHA
Theta Xi- ISC
Sig Ep-Sig Tau
A E Pi-Sig Chi
Kappa Sig-Lambda Chi

6: 15
7:15
8: 15
9:15
10: 15

BSU-SigChi
AB5-KAPsi
"TJHA-Stardusters
SigNu-TKE
*RHA-WhiteStars

Acacia-Triangle
Delta Tau-Pi Kap Phi
"AW5-Wesley
Sig Ep-Lambda Chi
"AB5-GDI

7:45
8:45
9:45

CCH-ISC
·Chi0-ABS
Phi Kap-Delta Tau

Wesley-Newman
"GDI-WhiteStar
BSU-MHA West

7:45
8:45
!I:45

Pi KA-Sig Tau
KA-MHAWest
• AW5-Stardusters

Feb. 15

Feb. 16

Feb. 17

Feb. 21

Feb. 22
Feb. 8

Feb. 9

....

.-

I

.:t

7:45
8:45
9:45
10:45

TKE-Wesley
Lambda Chi-ABS
MHA East-Sig Nu
Newman-Beta Sig

Delta Sig-TJHA
SigTau-RHA
Tech Eng-Sig Ep
KAPsi-PiKA

6:15
7:15
8: 15
9: 15
10: 15

RHA-ChiO"
Campus-Beta Sig
GDI-Delta Tau
TKE-TJHA
MHA East-Wesley

GDI-KD"
Kappa Sig-Pi KA
KA-BSU
Lambda Chi-RHA
Tech Eng-ABS

WEST

Feb. 10

l-

from page 15
Thursday's games have
been rescheduled during the
latter part of the season. The
basketball
layup
relay
sponsored by McDonald's
started at last night's varsity
women's basketball game.
Watch for the relay at the
upcoming home games.

to be continued

•••
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Cagers
from page 14
game the Miners were just
one point behind with a 52-51
score. "After that," Coach
Schulte stated, "they just got
cold." In the remaining
time, the Miners were
outscored 25-7 for a 77-58
final. High scorers for UMR
were Stacey Stover (2) ,
Laurie Behm (12) and Gail
Halsey (0) .
Schulte commented that
her team was "getting closer
to playing a complete
game. " She expected a
tough contest Wednesday
against Southeast. Cape lost
to CMSU by a 92-85 margin in
overtime. The CMSU team is
ranked fifth in NCAA
Division II. And so, conference play continues.

Q
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The University
Of Alabama
In Huntsville

Dean, School of Graduate Studies
Huntsville, Alabama 35899

An Affirmativ. Action / Equal Opponunity Institution 11 ·82..00555
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GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
AND COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION POSITIONS

The University of Alabama in Huntsville is
recognized as a quality institution closely related to
the growth and development of high t echnology in
North Alabama .
Teaching and research assistantships are
available for the 1983-84 school year in the
following areas of study:
Administrative Science
Engineering
Biological Sciences
History
Chemistry
Mathematics
Computer Science
Nursing
Developmental Learning Operations Research
English
Physics
An assistant may pursue a master's degree in
any of the above or the Ph.D. in computer science,
engineering, or physics, and a cooperative Ph.D. in
mathematics and chemistry. The number of
assistantships in a program depends on the
availability of funds .
In many curricula, an assistantship may be
combined with the graduate lev~1 co-op program.
Assistantship stipends start at $5,000 per academic
year plus tuition. Up to $15,000 may be earned
when the co-op is combined with an assistantship .
UAH has an enrollment of 6000 students and is a
cultural center in the Tennessee Valley. Huntsville
is the home of the Army's Redstone Arsenal ,
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, and
numerous high technology and research corporations.
Write to:

olume

White Stars-ABS"
TKE-Newman
MHA East-Beta Sig

,..;1

1M '

~

Pizzas
Salads
Sandwiches
Nachos
_
Baked Potatoes
Prime Rib

W

Live Music

Soft Drinks

Video Music

Beer-Draft & Bottle

Video Room

Mixed Drinks

!D
,
<>

OPENING:

V"I ...

Directio ns:

" "v

_noon Thursday, Jan. 27, 1983 _

The Belairs
Sat.- The Misstakes _

PRESENTING: Thus.Fri. &

. . 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
TIme. _ _ _ _ _ _
__

505· 8 H"y 72 RolI"a. Mis souri
Open from noon I ill I :30 a. m .

